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Kristine Bartanen's transition to the
position of Dean of Students is not necessarily about answering campus issues
yet. As the current Associate Academic
Dean readily acknowledges, she has a lot
of questions to ask first.
Most of these questions, as she pointed
out, are about the future of residential life
at UPS, an issue raised by President Susan Resneck Pierce in her recent "Charting the Future" document.
The university must explore the possibility of increasing on-campus housing
and improving campus life, a concern to
which Bartanen offers a decidedly academic approach. She hopes to explore
ways of integrating teaching and co-curricular life in an effort to "look for linkages and better integration."
According to Bartanen, some work has
already been done in this area. She cited
the residential component of HUM 120
as one example of future possibilities, as
well as the forthcoming foreign language
floor in Todd Hall. She stressed, however, that these initiatives should be only
the beginning of integrating the residen-

• Are students

lazy?
Ryan Sweeney
discusses lack
of student
activism.
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Staff Writer

Bartanen meets with Ivey West and two students regarding
the search for the replacement associate academic dean.
tial and academic aspects of college.
The desired effect of these initiatives
would be to strengthen connections between faculty and students and expand
the breadth and depth of education.
Bartanen also displayed an interest in
strengthening the connections between
alumni and students, saying that this relationship was one with great potential
for the future.
Bartanen acknowledged that the cur-

rent and future status of the Greek systern at UPS was another question that
needed to be asked.
"The Greek system has been part of
the identity of this campus for a long
time," she noted, citing the many opportunities for leadership and networking
that it offers.
She noted, however, that the campus
must continue to ask if the system is
please see Dean, page 4

Access to K-20 net sought for private schools
preventing private colleges and universities from connecting to the K-20 network.
The state senate approved a measure
The network, which is still being deon April 6 urging the federal government
veloped, will link Washington's public
to allow private baccalaureate instituand private K-12 schools, libraries, and
tions equal access
universities, allowto a statewide King them to share
20 educational
academic
resources
We're notpn vate corporatelecommunicaand
research
capations, we're private education
tions network.
bilities.
House Joint serving inthej ublzc good.
Participating in-Vi Boyer, stitutions would reMemorial 4011,
sponsored by
Pre ident of WAICU ceive service disRepresentative
, , counts enabling
Roger Bush, (Rthem to connect to
Spanaway), asks Congress and the Presithe network at an affordable rate.
dent to urge the Federal Communications
However, an FCC rule makes the disCommission (FCC) to lift a restriction
counts unavailable to all participants if
ROBERT MCCOOL

Assistant News Editor
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private baccalaureate institutions are included in the network. Due to this restriction, no private universities have been
connected, and completion of the network has been delayed.
According to Vi Boyer, President of
the Washington Alliance of Independent
Colleges and Universities (WAICU), the
FCC is worried about private corporations gaining access to discounted rates,
a concern she says is invalid.
"We're not private corporations, we're
private education serving in the public
good," she said. "Not including private
higher education in networks in general
doesn't really have any basis in rationale,
because the federal government does not
distinguish between public higher ed and
please see K-20, page 3

Forensics team completes season at Nationals
ROBERT

I OpiHons

TANYA JOSEPHSON

MCCOOL

Assistant News Editor
The Forensics Team completed its
1998-99 season with a strong showing
at the CEDA (Cross Examination Debate
Association) National Tournament,
which was held from March 19 to 23 in
Carbondale, Illinois.
At the tournament, the team of senior
Darrel Wanzer and junior Michael
LeFevre advanced to the double-octafinal
round (involving the top 32 teams) be-

fore being eliminated. According to
Glenn Kuper, Director of Forensics, this
is the farthest that a Puget Sound team
has advanced at Nationals in over fifteen years.
The team of senior Paul Veillon and
sophomore Scott Bailey also qualified
for the elimination rounds.
About two hundred teams attended
the competition. There were no class divisions, meaning that Puget Sound was
in the same pool as schools like Harvard,
Dartmouth and Northwestern.

"At the National Tournament, we're
getting the chance to compete against the
best teams in the nation," Bailey said.
The team ended the season ranked
third in the Northwest by CEDA, and
23rd nationally by the NDT (National
Debate Tournament) organization.
They will host an exhibition debate
about civil rights in the workplace, the
topic for this year's competitions, on
April27 at 7:00 p.m. in the Norton Clapp
Theatre. All faculty and students are welcome to attend.

Since Friday, April 2, the campus
community's access to the Internet has
been sporadically failing due to
firewalls that connect the campus to
the Internet.
Originally, US West, who provides
the campus Internet service, thought
the problems were caused by a trojan
horse virus. This virus would have
been introduced from outside the systern, and would have generated a lot
of traffic, possibly overloading the
network system.
However, it has since been determined that this was not the cause.
The purpose of the firewalls is to
mask outgoing traffic, making it seem
that it is coming from one address, so
that people who are outside the system cannot see the actual source of
traffic. The firewall also serves to
route traffic internally.
At this point, neither US West nor
the Office of Information Systems can
pinpoint the exact problems.
"Wejust don't know right now what
the cause was. We know how to fix it,
but we don't know what's causing it."
said Jim Driskell, Manager of Network Services.
On Tuesday, April 6, Information
Systems had a meeting with representatives from US West to discuss the
problems. Since Thursday, April 8, a
firewall technician has been on campus working on the system.
Currently both US West and Information Systems are monitoring the
situation constantly, trying to narrow
down the underlying cause from many
possibilities. Information Systems resets the firewalls immediately when
one goes down.
In his campus-wide e-mail on Friday, April 9, Associate Vice President
for Information Systems Raney Ellis
wrote, "At this time, several routing
and configuration changes are being
made to handle the load of Internet
traffic more efficiently. The firewalls
are being re-synchronized and will be
monitored more carefully by US West
and by us, since we now know more
fully what to look for."
These changes were made the same
day. Before these changes, everyone
on campus with the exception of the
residential network was going out of
one address port. All othe traffic was
going out on two addresses.
After analyzing the situation, Infor please see US West page 2
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Hui'O Hawail presents 29th lu'au
BECKY BROWMNG

Hoppe holds Town Meethigs
to discuss campus housing
In an effort to gain student feedback on the current and
future state ofcampus housing, Associate Dean for Student
Development Jim Hoppe will hold a series of Town Hall
Meetings next week.
The informal discussions between Hoppe and students
will take place in several housing locations. Hoppe will start
each meeting with a brief talk about his own ideas for the
housing program, but he intends the meetings to be a conversation with the students.
"It's an opportunity for people to come and talk about
how they feel about things and for me to get feedback about
how we're doing," he said.
Staff members in the Student Development Office will
attend the meetings as their schedules permit. The first
scheduled meeting will take place on Tuesday, April 20 at
7:30 p.m. in the Wheelock Student Center. The room will
be announced.
On Wednesday, April 21 at 7:30 p.m., Hoppe will meet
with students in the AndersonlLangdon lounge. The third
meeting will take place in the living room of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity on Thursday, April22 at 7:30 p.m.
"Students are welcome to attend any of the meetings,"
Hoppe said.
This is the second consecutive year that Hoppe has held
the Town Hall Meetings, which he created last year after
coming to UPS.

News Editor
The Hui'O Hawai'i club will be presenting its 29th annual lu'au dinner and
dance show during the upcoming Spring
Family weekend.
A concert featuring the Hawaiian band
Fiji will be held Friday night at 7:00 p.m.
in the Fieldhouse. On Saturday, a traditional lu'au meal will be served in
Wheelock Student Center from 4:30 to
7:00 p.m., with the dance performance
following in the Fieldhouse at 8:00.
The theme for this year's lu'au festivities, "E Ho'olaulea Kakou I Ko Kakou
Ha Hawai'i," meaning "Let us celebrate
the spirit of Hawai'i," was chosen by
members of Hui'O Hawai'i. Each year
the group chooses a theme that expresses
their feelings about hosting the event.
Planners are hoping for an impressive
turnout. Last year attendance at the week-

end events took a substantialjump. Over nual festivities.
"Normally we hire the band, but this
2000 tickets to the show were sold and
the group served approximately 1200 year our role is more like that of a host,"
said Hui'O Hawai'i President Elisa
people at dinner.
Tanabe. Planners are expecting a crowd
"That was a really good year for us,
of about 1000.
and [this year] we're hoping to get the
Fiji is the winner of the 1998 Na
same kind of turn out or better," said
Hokuhanohano Entertainer of the Year
Lu'au Co-Chair Dave Sugihara.
Award, the highest
Organizing the
honor for musicians in
weekend activities
Hawaii. Much of the
takes months dnc
band's music is in Hamany of the decora- Even if they aren 'tfrom
waiian, but most of
tions and food sup- Hawaii, a lot of people
their songs feature lyrplies are imported spe- get involved.
ics in English.
cifically for the event
—Dave Sugihara,
Tanabe described
from Hawaii. Dances
Luau Co-Chair their music as upbeat
must
also
be
and peppy.
coreographed and
"It's music you can
learned.
dance to," she said.
"A few of the dancers started before
The spring lu'au is a primary project
Christmas break," said Lu'au Co-Chair
Reyna Yamamota. "Some get training of Hui 0 Hawai'i, but members of the
before hand... so for some [dancing is] group are pleased to have other students
participating in the event as well.
familiar, and for some it is not."
Yamamota said, "A lot of it is [done
< Similar planning went into adding the
i Fiji performance to the celebration. The by] club members, but there are several
band's promoters approached campus people who are not a part of the club
programmers earlier in the year, hoping helping and organizing."
Luau Co-Chair Dave Sugihara agreed,
to book a performance in the Fieldhouse.
Lu'au organizers were able to bring Fiji "Even if they aren't from Hawai'i, a lot
to campus in conjunction with their an- of people get involved."
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Smith accepts position as
Assistant Attorney General
Puget Sound alumnus Alan Smith recently accepted the
position of Assistant Attorney General for the State of Washington. Smith, who graduated from the Puget Sound School
of Law in 1992, has served the university in the roles of
Assistant to the President and Corporate Secretary. Smith
will assume his new role on May 10.
Smith's new position will include advising the administrative headquarters of the Division of Social and Health
Services (DSHS). He will assist the DSHS agency that oversees residential care and community services for the elderly, the Aging and Adult Services Administration.
"I am very excited about this opportunity to use my legal
training more directly in a way that is also consistant with
my social and professional values," said Smith.
Smith has assisted with many of the legal matters affecting the university in the past six years and will continue to
be involved in several projects throughout the summer.
In an announcment to faculty and staff, President Susan
Resneck Pierce said, "Although those of us who work most
closely with Alan will miss his historical knowledge, his
careful attention to detail, and his love for his alma matter,
we are also delighted that he has been offered such a fine
position in which he is sure to flourish."
Pierce has appointed Jeffrey Johnson, from the Office of
University of Relations, to fill the position of Assistant to
the President and Corporate Secretary. Johnson has been at
the university for three years.

Students perform a traditional dance at the 1997-98 lu 'au.

Junior Elisa Tanabe,
President of Hui '0 Ha wai 'i,
dances at last year's lu'au.
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TAMANAWAS THROUGH CAMPUS MAIL.
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US West
mation Systems decided to break the
"I personally suspect that one of
system down so that every subnet, our firewalls is failing, but its so inevery group of addresses on campus, termittent that we haven't been able
has a separate address.
to track the incident that causes it to
"This gives us a greater capacity
fail," said Driskell.
for more traffic; we can actually send
US West does not discount their
more traffic out," Driskell explained. Internet rates when the firewalls go
"This apparently has solved some of down; the university simply does not
our problems."
pay for the period during which they
"The thing that really concerns us are down.
is that we havot been able to put
US West did give the university a
our finger on what went wrong [on big credit at the beginning of the year
Friday, April 2]—that's when things for the problems that occurred the day
go downhill in a hurry. after school started.

x3280

FOR MORE INFO.

Continued from front page
"They gave us a one-month credit
to try to pacify us," said Driskell.
The university has the option of
terminating the contract with US West
if they are not providing a certain
standard of service.
"If we decide we need to change
horses in midstream again, we can
terminate [the contract]. But it would
probably cause more disruption if we
do that before the end of school than
anything else," said Driskell.
"We haven't given up on them yet,
but we're close to it," he added.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, you could
get out from under with a threeyear enlistment.
Each year you serve on
active duty reduces your
indebtedness by one-third or
$1,500, whichever amount is
greater, up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits you'll
earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

sji!
'1
ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE

4.15.99
-1

OPEN FORUMS

& CAMPUS EVENTS
• "Environmental Justice," an informal conversation, will be led by
Professor J. Robert Cox on Friday,
April 16. Cox is an internationally
known scholar in rhetoric and argumentation, with an emphasis in environmental discourse. He has also
served as national president of the Sierra Club (1994-96) and on its Board
of Directors (1993-99). The discussion will be held in MC 301 at noon.
All those interested are encouraged
to attend and bring a lunch.
• Colorprint USA, a national exhibition of printmaking featuring over
50 works, will be held on Friday,
April 16, from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. in Kittredge Gallery.
• "Faith and Liberation in Central
America" will be the theme of Sunday Evening Chapel, April 18, at 7:00
p.m. in Kilworth. Chaplain Jim Davis
and Professor Don Johnson will be
speaking.
• 1999 MS Walk for Multiple Sclerosis will be held this Saturday, April
17, at Point Defiance Park. Registration is from 8:30 am. to 9:00 a.m. A
minimum of $50 in pledges is required to participate.
• "In Presence and Absence of the
Other Sex: How Women are Portrayed in Traditional Chinese Art"
a talk by Professor of Art Heping Liu
will he given on April21, at 4:00p.m.
in the Shelmidine Room. Refreshments will be served.
• Talent Show sponsored by theme
year organizers will be held on
Wednesday, April 21. Students interested in preforming can sign up at the
Info Center. For more information,
call Coronda at x4032.
• Earth Day Drum Circle will be
held on Thursday, April 22, at noon
in front of the Wheelock Student
Center under the sequoia tree. This
celebration is co-sponsored by Earth
Activists and SEEC (Student Environmental Education Coordinators).
• Forestry Debate, sponsored by
SEEC, will be held in the Rendezvous at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday, April
22. Speakers include representatives
from the Sierra Club, the Timber Industry, the U.S. Forest Service and a
biologist. All are welcome. Free Cellar breadsticks!

What are Your senators up to?
A look at some of the senator projects underway...

Dave Bahar

• SUB cleanliness
• Push for higher levels of bonuses for
maintenance workers.
• Always keep in touch with his fellow
students
(wjdawson@ups.edu)

Julie Kamerrer
• Sophomore dinner
• Plastic recycling on campus
• Nutrition information in the SUB
• Make a Difference Day/Campus-Wide
Community Service Day
(jkamerrer@ups.edu )

Brs'hn (reson

• Boat Bash
• Campus lighting/Security issues
• ResNet/Ethernet Plans in Residence
Housing
(mcummings@ups.edu )

• Student art in Club Rendezvous
• Improve school spirit
• Continue Junior Class Committee
(dlolsen@ups.edu)

Bill Dawson

Miscellaneous Greek issues
(gireson @ups.edu)

('lichele Cummings

Darcy Olsen

• Alcohol policy
• Covered areas for smokers
• Internal ASUPS Improvements
(dbahar@ups.edu)

Keith Kelle.v
• Webpage with information on buying/
selling new and used books
• Additional computer lab
• Outdoor basketball courts back in
Thompson parking lot (with BBQ and
basketball tournament on opening day)
• Suggestion box in servery for feedback
on student concerns
• Logger mural in Marshall Hall
(kkelley@ups.edu)

Erin Smith
• Improve campus lighting
• Paved walkway over mud path outside
of SUB
• Student reviews of professors
(emsmith@ups.edu)

Andy Peterson
• Greek recycling
• Improve school spirit
(apeterson@ups.edu )

Wvnne Nielsen
• Senior gift (Something for new academic
building)
• Senior dinner (Combine with senior
party; dinner cruise/dance)
• Increased information to off-campus
students (off-campus events)
(wnielsen@ups.edu )

Janet uieiss
• 10th St. and Washington Clean-Up
• Covered bike parking
(jheiss@ups.edu)

0ftMARCH30 - APRIL 6, 1999
Do the right thing and contact Security if you have
information about the on-going problem with fire
cracker use. You can reach us at x3311 and all
information is kept strictly confidential.

K-20
private higher ed."
In July, 1997, the Washington Department of Information Services sent a petition to the FCC asking it to clarify that
it would not deny the service discounts
if private, baccalaureate institutions were
included in the K-20 network. To date,
the FCC has not responded.
"They've sat on [the petition] for over
a year," Representative Bush said, and
the issue now needs to be addressed.
HJM 4011, which was passed in the
state House of Representatives last
month, is an attempt to get the FCC to
respond to the petition. The bill will now
go to the Secretary of State's office, and
then to Congress and the President.
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Continued from front page
It has a broad coalition of support
within the state, and Bush said he is optimistic that the FCC can be convinced
to change its restriction.
"Private colleges and universities are
an integral part of Washington's education system–they provide a majority of
master's degrees in education, computer
sciences and business," he said. "It
doesn't make sense to deny them access
to an Internet network that would promote learning and information sharing
for students across the state."
Boyer agreed, saying that "the network isn't as rich as it would be if we
were able to participate in it."
However, even if private universities

do gain access to the K-20 network, it is
not clear how it would benefit UPS.
Raney Ellis, Associate Vice President
for Information Systems, said the university does not yet have enough information to determine how useful the
network's will be.
"There's very heavy emphasis in this
network on interactive video for distance
education, and delivery of courses to remote locations is not part of UPS's mission, explicitly," Ellis explained.
"This is not the kind of thing we're
going to be developing."
The network would benefit students by
allowing them access to such courses
offered by other universities.

March 31—A student reported the theft of the license
plate from the back of her vehicle. She believes the vehicle was parked near Regester Hall when the theft occurred.
Apr. 2—The biology department reported the theft of
some equipment from a lab in Thompson Hall. A Magnavox
VCR, an Analytical Balance and a Vortexer are missing.
There is no suspect.
Apr. 4—A student reported her bicycle stolen from the
Seward bike cage. The student had not used her bike for
over a month and was not sure when the theft occurred.
The bike was locked in the cage.
Apr. 5—A student reported her ski jacket and wallet were
stolen from the basement of the Library. She left these
items unattended for a brief time to use a copy machine.
Apr. 6—A student reported his bicycle stolen from the
North end of the Fieldhouse. The bicycle was secured with
a cable lock, which was apparently cut.

Apr. 4—The fire alarm was activated in McIntyre Hall
for no reason. An unknown suspect pulled a pull-station
near an exit door.

Apr. 2—A student who lives in Regester Hall reported
she observed a man run through the parking lot who was
not wearing clothes. She was outside working on her car
when the incident occurred.
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Schaeffer, Guy
chosen for heads
TREVOR ANTHONY

Graphics Editor
Better pizza and pictures is what ASUPS envisions with the
announcement of the new Pizza Cellar Manager and Photo
Services General Manager. Nathan Guy will take over at Photo
Services and Jen Schaeffer will take over at the Pizza Cellar.
Schaeffer, as the Pizza Cellar Manager, is responsible for
ci1.uring efficient and effective operations of the restaurant.
This includes ensuring the quality
of service and food at one of campus' most popular student hangouts. Schaeffer will also need to
decide on the product line, hire employees, set prices, promoting the
.
,.
Cellar and dealing with complaints.
Schaeffer's plans include a
"whole new look for the Cellar"
. which she hopes will be more upbeat. The Cellar is currently on
track to break even this year, and
Schaeffer's main goal for next year is to "make a profit."
ASUPS President Dave Bowe, Vice President Gianna
Picardo, Director of Business Services Steven Benson and
Current Cellar Manager Erika Nau interviewed candidates for
the Cellar Manager position and recommended Jen Schaeffer
to the Senate, who then approved their recommendation.
Guy, as Photo Services General Manager, is responsible for
working with the staff of Photo Services as well as working
with the editors of Tamanawas and The Trail. Guy will also
need to organize equipment, maintain
the darkroom and ensure cameras are
operational.
Guy said, "I hope to see The Trail,
Tamanawas, and Photo Services all
working together next year without
problems." In order to ensure a harmonious relationship he has many
new plans for the coming year.
Guy is currently organizing a pho- W
tographers' workshop which will take
place sometime in the beginning of
the fall semester. Photographers, during the workshop, will
travel into Tacoma and "shoot" a few rolls of film each. The
new photographers will then learn how to develop their film
and what makes a good picture. Guy is hopeful that this type
of training will improve overall photo quality.
He also has plans to continually evaluate all photographers,
work hand in hand with The Trail and Tamanawas, and hold
formal photoservices meetings with guest speakers.
The Photo Services General Manager is appointed by the
Media Board whose voting members consist of Piccardo, Senator Erin Smith, two students-at-large, and Dean of Students
Henry Johnson.

Dean

Continued from front page

healthy, and be willing to work on remedies if it isn't.
The overall point of these questions
and interests, she noted, is "to get conversations going," and to open the lines
of communication between students
and administrators, which will eventually lead to answers.
As Dean of Students, Bartanen will
keep in close contact with the ASUPS
President and Vice President. She will
be meeting with current executives
Dave Bowe and Gianna Piccardo soon,
and hopes to discuss "what kinds of
things they value" in a Dean of Students. She hopes that their relationship
will be one of colleagues, which she

sees as important if she hopes to know
"Balance [of these roles] is imporwhat students are thinking.
tant, and tough,"noted Bowe, who also
President Bowe acknowledged the difstressed hopes that Bartanen can be a
ficulty of the
strong advocate
Dean of Stufor students.
dents' role, citFor now,
• Acts as Chief Student Affairs Officer.
ing the "dual re- • Coordinates response to student and campus crisis.
Bartanen is
sponsibilities" of
preparing for
Represents student interests to the faculty, Presithe position. On dent and Board of Trustees.
the job transione hand, they • Develops long-range strategic plans for a wide vation, and beriety of university programs.
are the most visginning to
Enforces the student integrity code.
ible adminstrator • Serves as a sexual harassment officer.
tackle questo most students • Responds to parent and neighbor concerns.
tions that will
Previously Judith Kays duties. Suhjeot to dtange.
and must be reoccupy most of
sponsive to their concerns. On the other, her time next year. Before offering anthey must accurately represent the uniswers, she recognizes that she has "a
versity and administration.
lot of listening to do."
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Fortunately, that's a mistake you

backed by the same investment exper-

can avoid with SRAs—tax-deferred

tise, low expenses, and personal

annuities from TIAA-CREF SRAs not
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the choice of America's educational and

offer an easy way to build retirement

research community.

income - especially for the "extras"
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deferred, your money works even

Why write off the chance for a

that your pension and Social Security

more rewarding retirement? Stop by
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1 800 842-2776 and find out how
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On the Verge' creates humor out of personal search
Verge" is a word play, in which the charbeyond, and gradually each of the acters' words are complex and somewomen finds her own niche in the new times make very little sense.
"It's more a play about the rhythm of
lifestyle she encounters.
The three women go trekking in order the words rather than the words themselves," Britton said. "The biggest chalto avoid feeling trapped in a mold. As
Britton said, the women leave on this trek lenge for us has been just figuring out
on "a kind of quest. I think that Eric what they're saying."
The play also feaOvermyer has tried to
tures striking sets, by
figure out why they
scenic designer and acwould do that. In his
I would lil for the
tor Jason Macaya, that
play, they are looking
reflect the startling hufor something that they
audience t eave
mor of the dialogue in
can t find in society.
a physical, manipulaAlex wants to write knowing th at they
tive setting.
jingles for commer"On the Verge"
cials, a job for which don t have to settle
brings spontaneous huthere is obviously no with what
y are
mor through the ridicuplace in the Victorian
bus events that the
world. Fanny is given. The re are other
three women encounwealthy and jaded, and
possibilitie and the
ter. "The play becomes
needs freedom from
a beautiful, amazing
the role of a home- limit is on y in your
experience because
maker. Mary is a true
imaginatlon.
you can go into a unitrekker, a scientist who
verse where anything
is constantly searching
—B ry e Britton
can happen, for reasons
for more knowledge.
Di re ctor
that are nonsensical,
None of the women
Britton said. For incan find any satisfacstance, umbrellas acts
tion in their Victorian
as machetes. When each of the women
society, and they look for that personal
satisfaction in the new places and times discovers that she has reached her comfortable place, an eggbeater drops out of
they reach through the time warp.
For Britton, the art and humor of the the sky, or appears, to mark her arrival.
Britton hopes to bring to the audience
play are equally as important as the plot.
an "enjoyable, fast-paced, funny chance
"It's not a play about the story, it's a play
about the three women," he said. "On the to meet these three characters, who are
Incognita. They warp into 1955, and then

MIKE TIEMANN

Staff Writer

In a more lighthearted direction, the
third production of the 1999 Senior Theatre Festival will feature "On the Verge,"
by Eric Overmyer. In a humorous, complex and nearly ridiculous presentation,
the play deals with the journeys three
women make as
they try to find
1Vç tio
THEATRE IESTIVAI
their own places in
in
the world.
"On the Verge,"
which is directed
by Bryce Britton,
—
is subtitled "The Geography of Yearning," and the play explores the human
need to keep moving forward toward a
comfortable personal niche. At the same
time, the writing focuses on stunning
visual and spoken imagery in a hilarious
series of events, in which anything can
happen.
Britton describes "On the Verge" as a
"crazy show." Although the play explores
complex themes of a person's search for
an individual place, the action is by no
means heavy. The play focuses on three
Victorian women—Mary, played by
Rebecca Broderick, Fanny, played by
Kathryn Philbrook, and Alexandra,
played by Meghan Maddox.
These women are trekking through the
Himalayas in 1888, in an attempt to leave
their families for at least a while, when
they trek into a time warp called Terra

Call the Box Office:

66—
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so brilliantly written and
portrayed so well by these
actresses. They have taken
these roles and created
people who you want to
take home and introduce
to your parents."
For Britton, the play can
give its audience a valuable lesson about possibilities in life, while still
remaining lighthearted
and entertaining.
"More than walking
away being changed, I
would like for the audience to leave knowing that
they don't have to settle
with what they are given.
There are other possibilities, and the limit is only
in your imagination,"

Coming up in the
Senior Theatre
Festival 1999
"On the Verge"
By Eric Overmyer
Directed by Bryce Britton
Friday, April 16, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 17
2:00 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
"The Pool of Bethesda"
By Allan Cubitt
Directed by Sara Armbrecht
Friday, April 23, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 24
2:00 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
All plays will be held in the
Norton Clapp Theatre.
$7.50 general, $5.50 student.
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Britton chose "On the Verge" because
it is a unique comedy, which can be complex and hard to get through, but can be
"brilliantly funny" if it is done right. He
and the crew embraced the challenge and
set out to bring an experience through
the dialogue, sets and costumes that no
one has seen before.
"It's a new form of theater that we're
not usually exposed to here on campus."
Britton said. For him, each day for the
characters in "On the Verge" is another
hilarious, startlingly different chance to
break away and find a comfortable place.

Doii't

nIss ijoiw chance to pwrchiase a st4bent subscription
for the Tacoma Actors GuIlb 1999 2000 Season

272-2145

—

Some of the highlights from the upcoming season include...
• "Fark Your Car in Harvard Yard"
• "The Teni pest"

• "The Irriport.atice of 5eirig Eariiest"
• "The Whales of August?'

Cam pits Films Presents...

-Biveheat--

P.Rtbe

Annual

41
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• "A Tuna Christmas"

4th
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• 'Dial M for Murder"

"C.

5K Walli/Run & Youth Fun Run

(iCco.

SHOWIIMES
Friday ari1 Saturday
6:15 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Sunday
5:15 p.m., 8:30 p.m.
MC 003 $1.00

* Academy of Steve Curran
Karate and Proctor Tan

d
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r

/

\
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Saturday, May 1st, 1999
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Baker Stadium

University of Puget Sound

*

*

We Can Beat
*
* A1
your aerobics class **
Aerobic Kickboxing 'Full Contact • Weights
3814 N. 27thTacoma, WA 98407
(253) 759-4262

**

*
*******************

Entry Fee

Schedule
8:30-9:30 A.M. Registration/Check-in
9:30 A.M. Kids Fun Run (14 & Under)
10:00 A.M. 5K Walk
10:30 A.M. 5K Run
11:15 A.M. Prizes, Awards, Music, Fun

" TheUninityof
99
Puget Sound

$10. Entry donation for early registration-

Prior to the day of event.
donation on day of event
$ 8. Entry donation for participants
14& under.
$ 8. Entry donation for individuals in
teanis of lOor more.
$12. Entry

Pledge forms are available at the Pre-registration
table in WSC weekdays between 12-2:00 p.m. and 57:00 p.m. or by calling CIAC at 756-3767
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Legendary jazz f igure bfings flumpet to fame
Trumpeter Art Farmer to perform in April 18 UPS Jazz Ensemble concert
Cmtis Jos
Contributing Editor
He ranks among the most influential
and enduring figures in the history of
jazz. Since moving to New York in the
early 1950s, he has played and recorded
with the best in jazz, from Thelonious
Monk and Art Blakey to Geoff Keezer
and Carl Allen. He plays the flumpet.
And he's coming to UPS this weekend.
On Sunday, April 18, legendary jazz
trumpeter Art Farmer will join the UPS
Jazz Ensemble for a highly anticipated
event. The concert, sponsored by
ASUPS, will take place in the UPS
Fieldhouse at 7:00 p.m.
Farmer has been actively involved in
the jazz community since the early
1950s,
when he moved to New York from
his home in Phoenix, Arizona, with hopes
of immersing himself in the then-thriving New York jazz scene. By 1953, he
had settled in New York, supporting himself by means of a successful gig with
the Lionel Hampton Band.
Greater fame would come a few years
later, when Farmer assembled a highlytalented and immensely influential group
known as the Jazztet. Like Miles Davis
before him, Farmer proved to have quite
a knack for surrounding himself with
stellar musicians. The Jazztet, co-led by
saxophonist Benny Golson, featured
trombonist Curtis Fuller, drummer Lex
Humphries, and a young, pre-Coltrane
Quartet (and, at the time, virtually unknown) McCoy Tyner.
While the group flourished only

briefly (they stayed together from 1959- unswervingly solid–a testament both to
1962), they were lauded by critics as a his talents as an individual musician, as
kind of hip, swaggering East Coast re- well as his ability to assemble a skilled
buttal to the stuffy formalism of the West jazz ensemble.
Coast's "cool jazz" school.
Indeed, his group in the '80s was one
Farmer continued recording through- of his best, featuring saxophonist Clifford
out the early 1960s, most notably with a Jordan, pianist James Williams, drummer
quartet which featured
Marvin "Smitty" Smith
guitarist Jim Hall. By
and bassist Rufus Reid.
the middle of the deTogether, this group recade, however, Farmer
corded one of the most
was becoming increascritically acclaimed jazz
ingly disillusioned
albums of the 1980swith the New York jazz
the beautiful and
scene. Possibly alienintoxicatingly underated by the stinging
stated "Blame It on My
iconoclasm of the burYouth," (1988). With
geoning "free jazz"
this seminal album,
movement, Farmer
Farmer proved that jazz
claimed that "the botwas still alive and well.
tom was falling out of
Farmer also has a
jazz in New York."
new addition to his muArt Farmcr, seen here
Like Bud Powell,
sical artillery–the
Lester Young and Dexwith his flumpet, has had flumpet. A synthesis of
ter Gordon before him,
the trumpet and the
a long-lasting influence
Farmer elected to
flugelhorn, this curion the jazz community.
make a sojourn to Euously named instrument
rope. In 1968, he moved to Austria when boasts the bright edge of the former horn
he was invited to join a radio orchestra incorporated with the dark, lustrous
in Vienna.
sound quality of the latter. The flumpet
In the past few decades, Farmer has was developed especially for Farmer by
only further solidified his reputation as the American master brass craftsman,
one of the most lyrical, meticulous and David Monette.
harmonically-acute jazz musicians in the
"I have a certain sound in my head that
history of the music. He is no less proI want to reproduce," explained Farmer
lific, to be sure.
in a recent interview. "With a trumpet I
During the 1980s, possibly the most can do it sometimes, and the fluegeihorn
banal and forgettable decade in jazz hisdoesn't quite get it either–the fluegel horn
tory, Farmer's recordings were has limitations built into the horn."

Thus, the flumpet. In the past few
years, Farmer has performed and recorded almost exclusively with this
unique instrument.
Over the last several years, Farmer's
impressive musical accomplishments
have been recognized. In June, 1994, he
was awarded the Austrian Gold Medal
of Merit. In August of '94, a concert honoring his lifetime musical achievements
was held at Lincoln Center. Among the
musicians who participated were his contemporaries Gerry Mulligan, Benny
Golson, Slide Hampton, Ron Carter, Jim
Hall and Jerome Richardson. Wynton
Marsalis, Geoff Keezer and Lewis Nash
also performed.
Currently, Farmer resides in Vienna.
He continues to maintain a packed schedule with concerts, club dates, clinics and
festivals throughout Europe, the United
States and Japan.
For his gig with the UPS Jazz Ensemble, Farmer will be performing an
alluring array of standards and original
compositions, including "Just Friends",
Duke Ellington's "Love You Madly",
Jerome Kern's "The Way You Look Tonight" and Benny Carter's long-neglected gem, "Summer Serenade."
Farmer's appearance will be precluded
by a short set performed by the UPS Jazz
Ensemble. Throughout this, saxophonist Jeremy Wendelin and pianist Joseph
Li will be featured extensively.
Advance tickets are available from
both TicketMaster and the UPS Info Center, and cost $5 for general admission.
$3 with UPS ID.

In the past
few decades,
Fanner has
only further
solidified his
reputation
as one of the
most lyrical,
meticulous
and
hannonicallyacute jazz
musicians in
the history
of the music.
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Surprises, humor give viewers green light for 'Go'
DWIGHT KERR

Staff Writer
"Go," the new movie from the director of "Swingers," dishes out plenty of
laughs and surprises all while maintaining the feel of an indie film. A sharp script
plus a hip director working with a fresh
cast results in one heck of a ride.
There's not much you can say about
this film without giving too much away.
The shock of the events is a significant
part of the invigorating experience that
"Go" provides.
The film opens by focusing on Ronny
(Sarah Polley), a teenage supermarket
clerk in need of money. She agrees to a
one-time-only drug deal with Todd
Gainer (Timothy Olyphant) \IOVTO
to help pay for
her rent.
Ronny and two of his friends drive to
Gainer's place and pick up some ecstacy.
Ronny persuades Claire (Katie Holmes)
to remain as a form of collateral while
she is driven to her customers, Adam
(Scott Wolf) and Zack (Jay Mohr), who

are waiting in an apartment with the suspicious Burke (William Fichtner). Something goes wrong and Ronny winds up
cheating Todd out of some money. She
escapes to the rave, but meanwhile, Todd
realizes what has happened, and goes to
the rave to find her.
All of this happens in the first thirty
minutes, but this particular time frame
sets the stage for the entire film. "Go"
moves with the style of a Tarantino flick,
jumping through time, except director

Doug Liman does a flawless job
with it.
After the sequence described
above, "Go" then shifts its focus to
Simon (Desmond Askew), a Brit
who works with Ronny at the store.
He convinces Ronny to take his shift
so that he can go to Vegas with his
three buddies. This is probably the
most thoroughly enjoyable part of
the film, as the actors are highly
charismatic and entertaining, and
their adventure is much, much more
° than money, baby.
The dialogue between Marcus
(Taye Diggs) and Tiny (Breckin
Meyer) is funnier than almost everything
in "Swingers," and clever enough to
make Kevin Smith ("Clerks") and
Tarantino watch their backs. Watch as the
deadly duo of Simon and Marcus work
their way through a casino hotel, a strip
club and a car chase with an unbelievably bipolar grasp of luck.
After this, the trip takes us back to
Adam and Zack to see what their story
is, and how the events affected them.
How did they end up with a cop with ho-

moerotic tendencies? Why are they
spending dinner at his house with his
wife? Like I said, I can't spoil any- thing, but the joke is stranger than you
Watch as the
think. In the end, we are brought back
to Ronny through an unexpected c(eadly duo of
twist of events, and the long night ç
comes to a close.
' 'imon and
"Go" was one of the most enjoy- A 4arcus work
able movies I've seen in a whileit's like riding the three best t heir way
rollercoasters at Six Flags, and I felt
hrough a
my heart speed up on more than one
occasion. "Go" is much like a teen- C asino hotel,
age "Pulp Fiction" experience, with
strip club
a charming cast placed in some crazy
yet somewhat plausible situations.
md a car
Think "Four Rooms," except that it's
hase with an
good, blended with the refreshing
touch of "Trainspotting." It isn't for
mnbelievably
everybody, but if this appeals to you
in any way, there's only one word to L ipolar grasp
see what I'm talking about... Go.
,

f luck.

Entertainment
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Latest album washes out PuyaHup Fair flutters into
• The Aliman Brothers Band shows signs
of weakness in the new album "Mycology"
spring with butterfly exhibit

JEFF HEATON

Staff Writer
The Allman Brothers Band's newest
anthology, Mycology, is a collection of
the band's most popular songs of the
'90s. It is true that the latest productions
by this aging group lack the same kind
of fire and intensity that was overflowing in their earliest work, but the basic
sound of the music is still there.
The legendary southern rockers have
been performing and recording since the
late '60s, and have had major influences
on live performance-based bands like the
Grateful Dead and Phish. Their music is
based on a powerful rock guitar sound
provided by Dickey Betts, who also sings
on a number of the tracks, and Warren
Haynes. These two are backed by the
rhythm section of bassist Allan Woody,
conga player Marc Quinones, and drummers Butch Trucks and Jaimoe. On top
of it all is lead vocalist and keyboardist
Greg Allman.
Allman, Betts, Trucks and Jaimoe are
members of the original band, while
Haynes, Woody and Quinones joined up
in the late '80s. Since the glory days of
the '60s and '70s, the band has gone
through major changes and catastrophes
within the group. In 1971, lead guitarist
Duane Allman, a man some consider to
be among the top three slide guitar players of all time, was killed in a motorcycle
accident. One year later almost to the day,
the band also lost their bassist Berry
Oakley to a motorcycle accident. Still,
the band refused to quit and continued
to tour and record.
The late '70s and '80s were not exactly the peak of success for the band.
They would produce an occasional gem
reminiscent of the old days but for the
most part their music was relatively un-

exciting compared to their past work.
This was due, for the most part, to the
fact that they could not find a guitarist
that could play anywhere near the level
achieved by AlIman.
The arrival of Warren Haynes however
changed that. Haynes plays slide on
nearly all the tracks of the album, but his
work on the live recording of "Sailin'
'Cross the Devil's Sea" proves why he
is one of the best
9 AAIUS IC guitarist of his
generation.
¶
Haynes was the
spark the band
needed to launch a new golden era in the
'90s, both in their record production and
performance quality.
Live performance is where the band
has always shone the brightest. The makers of Mycology knew this and included
four live tunes, which of course turn out
to be the highlight of the album. One of
the live songs, "Nobody Knows" is an
eleven minute blues rock tune that demonstrates the band's live style perfectly,
with lots of intertwining guitar solos,
howling blues vocals and cymbal-packed
drum beats.
The album ends with the reason most
dedicated fans will buy it, a previously
unreleased recording of "Every Hungry
Woman" from the second Atlanta Pop
Festival in 1970. Not only does the track
feature the original band in all its glory,
but the sound quality is excellent compared to many of the early recordings.
This last track gives theunknowing
listener a decent taste of what the
Ailmans were capable olin the past, but
for a real treat check out Live at the
Fillmore East . This album, considered
by many to be the greatest live rock album ever recorded, will astound any for tunate enough to hear it.

Pzview

ERISTINE ERICKSON

Assistant A&E Editor
Fully expecting rainy day number 287, you step
outside and need to pause to let your eyes adjust
to the stunning sunlight. Once you regain your
sight, you are in awe at the sight of a beautiful
blue sky, made whimsical by the downy, featherlike clouds. A cheerful robin busily builds a nest
in the rhododendron bush outside your house,
which itself is exploding
into bloom.
Where am I going with
all this? Well, spring is
here, and so is the Puyallup
Spring Fair, held from
April 16-18. This event is
a great opportunity to enjoy the pleasant weather
outside.
Along with the usual attractions, the fair boasts
many new attractions this
year. Among these is the Extreme Air Ski and
Snowboard Stunt Show, a novelty at a time when
trees are beginning to bring out their leaves again.
A special addition this year is "Backyard Butterflies," which provides a place for visitors to
experience exotic, live butterflies and moths indigenous to the United States, Costa Rica, Mexico
and Central America. This is a unique opportunity to observe rare butterflies up close and personal—so close they are likely to land on you.
The fair will provide an opportunity to see what
the science minds in Puyallup are up to at the
Puyallup School District Science Fair, or if you're
more of an adventurous type, mechanical bull
rides will be available for the first time.
The fair will feature an expanded Plant Expo
and Sale featuring Primroses, Orchids, Bonsai and
Cacti. And if you don't happen to have a lovely
rhododendron outside your house or dorm, you

the
I ttle
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can buy one to liven up your room.
If you like horse races, you'll love pig races.
Yes, pig races. Swifty Swine promises to give its
audience a squealing good time. As if that weren't
enough, they also boast Swifty the swimming pig,
who dives into an eight-foot tank of water.
If you're looking for chicks, the Puyallup
Spring Fair is the place to be. The local 4-H and
Future Farmers of.America will have their Washington Junior Poultry Exposition. This event is
the culmination of a 49-day project
these young students have undertaken to raise between 5-25 chicks
from hatching to the time ofthe exposition. The students will be
judged on their record-books as
well as the actual poultry.
In addition to this contest, purebred and show chickens will also
be judged. Young guests can enjoy a chicken-themed coloring
area, and displays of egg cartons
from around the country will be
available for viewing.
Other entertainment at the fair includes traveling comedy and stunt troupes, magicians, clowns,
a balloon man, and a wide assortment of bands,
thanks to the Washington Association of Community Bands Festival, which will only be held
for one day of the fair, on April 17.
As always, the fair will feature a distinctive
assortment of "fair food" as well as midway rides,
including an old-fashioned wooden roller coaster.
Kids can enjoy free face painting, llama rides,
and a petting farm with lots of baby animals.
The Puyallup Spring Fair will be held from
April 16-18. On Friday and Saturday, the fair will
be open from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. and will
be open from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Sunday.
Admission is $5 general, $3 for children 6-12,
and children under six are free. The butterfly exhibition is an additional $2 per person.
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'Magnolias' shows Southern style We p4 on
the Street
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LAURA IIAYCOCK

A&E Editor
While most of you are scurrying off
to the Norton Clapp Theatre to see the
Senior Theatre Festival (and with good
reason), make sure you don't miss
Tacoma Little Theatre's latest production
"Steel Magnolias," showing from now
until Saturday, May 1.
Taking place in
the mid 1980s in

cLec4.L
of Chinquapin, "Steel Magnolias" follows the lives of six southern women as
they gossip and struggle over the ups and
downs of everyday life. Written by Robert Harling, the characters portrayed in
the play are based off of his own family
and acquaintances from childhood.
Set entirely in the beauty parlor owned
by Truvy (played by JenniferAylsworth),
the play examines the ever-growing
friendship between Truvy; Annelle
(Sabrina Mansfield), a timid young
woman who has recently moved to Chinquapin; Miss Clairiee (Carol Frickle), the
town's millionairess who has an undeniable passion for high school football;
Ouizer (Bev Williams), an eccentric spinster with a biting sarcasm and a neurotic
affection for her dog; M'Lynn (Carolyn
Crabtree), a worrying mother who
struggles to let go of her diabetic daughter; and Shelby (Casi Nicole Wilkerson),
M'Lynn's recently married daughter who
strives to have a fulfilling life despite the

illness with which she has to deal.
All of the actresses perform wonderfully in this play, easily and convincingly
managing both the hysterical antics of
Southern belles as well as the harsh emotions experienced with illness and death.
In fact, these actresses were so convincing that it would be difficult to say that
one actor performed better than another—each role was memorable for its
own reasons.
Perhaps the best
part is their bantering back and forth,
trading sarcastic remarks and delivering humorous little
lines, such as when
Ouizer commented
"I'm not crazy...
I've just been in a
very bad mood for
forty years!"
If you don't have
a taste for heartwrenching scenes
(of which there is
only one), this play
may not be for you.

mixed about half and half, and I definitely heard some hearty male laughter
going on. If nothing else, the tacky '80s
outfits will keep you laughing.
"Steel Magnolias" was originally written for the stage in 1987. Harling rewrote
the play for the now-popular flm version which premiered in 1989. Since
then, Harling has written several other
well-known films, including "Terms of
Endearment,"
"The Evening
Star," and "The
First Wives Club,"
all of which have
been successful at
the box office.
"Steel Magnolias" is showing at
the Tacoma Little
Theatre April 1617, 23-24, 29-30
and May 1 at 8:00
p.m. Matinee performances will
o also be held on
Sunday, April 18
and 25 at 2:00 p.m.
Admission for
;c.,...
cvcii IL
all shows is $15, or
don't like this kind Jennifr Alysworth (left) and
$13 for students.
Casi Nico1e Wilkerson (right)
of thing, the acThe performance
tresses convey the
on April 29 will be
show off their Southern style in
emotion so well
a "Pay What You
"Steel Magnolias."
that it's worth seeCan" showing, so
ing anyway. Don't let the emotion of the keep this in mind if your budget is low.
play fool you into thinking it's only for Tickets may be purchased at the Tacoma
girls—the audience when I went was Little Theatre Box Office.
LUL

HEARD OF AN UPCOMiNG
ARTS & ENTERTAiNMENT EVENT?
LET US KNOW!
EMAIL LHAVCOCK@UPS.EDU OR LEAVE A MESSAGE AT 756-3197

"Glorious Tastes with Italian an Flair"

PDACID0

GROUPS OF 5 OR YORrE
ESEVA11ONS AOVSE

3819 N. 26th - Proctor District - 752-1111
JUST A FEW MINUTES FROM UPS CAMPUS
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N –aim Lu__ 29J
Little Voice
6:00 p.m. Fri-Wed; Sat /Sun matinee 12:15 p.m.

Saving Private Ryan
8:10 p.m. Fri-Wed; Sat /Sun matinee 2:30 p.m.
Adults $4 - Seniors or 16 & under $3
Discounts with UPS Collegiate Plus Card!!!
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Guest Writer
Hip Hop heads—don't miss this opportunity to see one
of the tightest crews of the nineties, Digital Underground,
at the Showbox on April 21, at 9:30 p.m. To avoid the
TicketMaster fee, try to buy tickets at the door. The
Showbox is in downtown Seattle on First Street, near
Pike's Place Market. Because the doors open at 9:00 p.m.,
Digital Underground probably won't come on until about
11:00p.m. Be prepared to wait!
Whether you just know Digital Underground for their
famed 'Humpty Dance,' or are a fan of the more obscure
'Return of the Crazy One' or their remake of Parliament's
'Wind Me Up,' their funk is sure to please the 21-andover crowd next Wednesday night.
Always a sucker for George Clinton's tunes, Digital
Underground has made a living out of rapping over
funky—even rather simple—beats, with an unexpected,
off-the-wall live element seen even in their studio productions—sort of like MC Hammer on crack. (On the
"Lean Butter Bean" Remix of "Return to the Crazy One,"
Humpty gives an impromptu drunken rap session.) In
this way, they have been compared to De La Soul, who
on their first release "Three Feet High and Rising" have
made improvised 'skits' an obligatory part of hip hop.
Both De La and Digital Underground are more famous
for their work under the direction of producer Prince Paul,
who's first solo release, out this month, features tracks
with both groups. With or without the Prince, however,
Digital Underground guarantees to be a crowd pleaser,
gold nose and all. Don't miss your chance to do the
hump—and remember, you're doing it right if you look
like you're in pain.

String Orchestra bids conductor
farewell in end-of-year concert
Bui PARKER

FAMILY
WEEKEND

A Look at the Latest in the Hip Hop World

Staff Writer

op. 101." The trio on this piece will consist of vio-

linist Autumn Inglin, cellist Robin Boomer and pianist Joseph Li.
On Friday, April 17, Professor Edward Seferian
The concert will close with what Seferian says
will conduct his last concert with the University will be the most popular piece, Johann Sebastian
String Orchestra. Seferian, a celebrated violinist and
Bach's "Concerto in D Minor for Two Violins." As
conductor, is retiring at the end of this semester af- the title suggests, the piece will feature two violinter forty years with the university and about fifteen
ists: Heather Morado and Jennie Ruthensteiner.
conducting the String Orchestra.
All in all, the show promises to be a fitting finale
The orchestra is made up of about forty students
to Seferian's time with the University String Orwho comprise the string section of the University chestra. During his forty years at UPS, the departSymphony Orchestra, a full orchestra which ing professor has also spent thirty-five years as the
Seferian also conducts. Both are auconductor of the Tacoma Symphony,
ditioned groups, and their music is
six years as assistant concertmaster of
respected throughout the Northwest.
the Seattle Symphony, and eight as the
The String Orchestra concert will
conductor of Ballet Tacoma's annual
consist of four pieces featuring a va- Nutcracker performances. Among
these accomplishments, he has reriety of musical styles. The works
range from classical to twentieth-cenceived many other conducting and per, forming honors.
tury composers, and will feature the
Seferian has been well-respected
talents of nine student soloists accomf within UPS, serving as chairman of the
panied by the orchestra.
Faculty Senate from 1970-7 1 and reThe opening piece is "Serenade for
Solo Flute and Harp," by Howard
cipient of the Distinguished Professor
Hanson. Tomiko Hamai will perform
Award of UPS Faculty in 1989.
Although the String Orchestra conthe flute solo, with Marjolaine Seferian 's last concert
cert will be his last time with that
Johnson on the harp.
with the ot ch estra
Next on the program is "Serenade, will be on
group, he will lead one other concert
4pril 17.
before his retirement. Seferian's final
op. 31 for French Horn and Voice"
by Benjamin Britten, which will incorporate the tal- concert with the university will be on April 30th,
with the Symphony Orchestra.
ents of tenor Michael Buchanan and Daniel ParThe University String Orchestra's spring concert
tridge on the French horn.
After an intermission, the String Orchestra will will be held on Friday, April 16th, at 7:30 in the
perform Johannes Brahms' "Trio #3 in C Minor, Concert Hall. Admission is free to everyone.
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Don* ans feature folk, faith songs
Liz Bu
Staff Writer
This weekend, as proud, curious parents wander around campus (and signs
mysteriously appear labelling everything), the university's Dorian Singers
will be warming up their vocal chords in
preparation for their concert on Sunday.
A free event, this exhibition for students
and parents alike will take place in the
Kilworth Chapel at 1:30 p.m. on Sunday, April 18.
The Dorians are an auditioned, twentyfour-voice, all-female singing group
which performs all types of music, ranging both in the time period in which it
was written and the language in which it
is sung. Their director is Richard Nace,
who is the director of University Chorale as well as the Donan Singers.
This weekend's concert is meant partly
for the Dorians to showcase their work
to their own parents, other peoples' parents and their fellow students, but Nace
gave the real reason for thisperformance—having fun with music. "We
want to have fun with this concert," he
said. "If we're having fun singing, that
means the audience will have fun listening to us."
The concert will begin with the Latin
chant with which the Dorians tradition-

ally start their concerts, "Hodie
Christus." From there the concert is divided into two parts: "Songs of Faith"
and "Songs of Folk."
After "Hodie Christus," they will begin the individual pieces of the afternoon,
starting with "How Can I Keep From
Singing?" a cheerful a cappella piece
written and composed by Reverend Robert Lowry, Robert I. Hugh, Anne Warner
and Doris Plenn.
This piece will likely be a favorite with
the audience, just as it is with many of
the Dorians themselves. "I think the audience will really enjoy this piece," said
Dorian, Singer Monika Salden. "The
Dorians like to sing it, and with some of
the things we're doing with it, it ends up
sounding great."
Another strong piece is German composer Josef Rheinberger's 19th-Century
piece, "Wie lieblich sind deine
Wohnungen"—a slower, more classical
song, it uses an intricate four-part harmony and building dynamics as part of
its effect.
The second half of the concert is titled
"Songs of Folk," and deals more with
multicultural and secular songs. The first
piece is actually three separate songs arranged by Ron Nelson. "Three Mountain
Ballads" is comprised of "He's Gone
Away," "Will He Remember?" and "Bar-

bara Allen." These songs of lost love are
woven together to create a story, complete with beginning, middle and end.
A distinctive part of the concert is
"Mouth Music," a Celtic song from a
unique style of singing, itself called
mouth music. Stemming from a historical era when quality instruments were
difficult to find, especially for the poor,
mouth music as a style is sung a cappella
and uses voices to imitate the sounds of
the missing instruments.
Much of the language of the piece is
gibberish, but the rhythms and harmonies, rather than the words, are what
make it interesting. "This is such a fun
song to sing," said Salden. "It sounds
great with the three-part harmonies, even
though most of the words don't mean
anything at all."
The concert ends with the ethereal
"This Day," originally recorded by Christian women's quartet Point of Grace.
This song shows how precious each day
is, as well as potentially serving as a type
of blessing to the audience as they get
ready to leave the concert.
In all, this concert promises to interesting in its own way. "This concert is
short and intimate ... 1 think the audience
will really enjoy the music, Nace said.
"It's all about having fun where we are
on the journey."

Amnesty International
concert to raise awareness
In an attempt to raise awareness of the club and its activities on campus, Amnesty International will be hosting
a free concert on Friday, April 23 at 7:00 p.m. in Marshall
Hall. The concert will feature several bands, including Dub
Narcotic Sound System, Botch, Portrait of Poverty and
Ms. Barnes and the Knives. Although Amnesty International is presenting the concert as a free event, donations
are encouraged. Bring some pocket change because all
proceeds will go towards relief efforts in Kosovo.

Percussion Ensemble stops
beating around the bush
On Monday, April 19, the UPS Percussion Ensemble will
offer a free concert in the Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m. The
Percussion Ensemble, which is directed by Amy Putnam,
will play six very different
pieces, ranging from a Bach
marimba duet to the dramatic "Rhythm Song."
The ensemble will also
feature the debut of "Finals,"
a piece composed by freshman ensemble member
Clockwise from top: C.J. Fonollas,
Elizabeth Ward.
Scott Schoeggl, Lyza George, Craig
"It should be a pretty Cootsona, Richard Frey, Amy Putnam,
swanky concert," said Ward. Shawn Bayer, and Elizabeth Ward
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Thur

I I 51h

BIND & BALLET WITH
THE TACOMA

"DESIGN FOR LIVING"

N

SEATTLE REPERTORY

PERFORMING DANCE

THEATRE

'i..

8:00 P.M., $9-$15

Sat / I 7th

PORTRAIT"
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Fu' / I 6t1v
"ON THE VERGE"
SENIOR THEATRE

730 P.M.,

$550

STUDENT

EMERSON STRING
QUARTET

J

CL

UW MEANY HALL

RIALTO THEATER

)'

7:30 P.M., $22-$24

CONCERT HALL

4-

'&

'&'

MOORETHEATRE
$17.50-$39.50
(206) 292-ARTS

WILBERT HAZELET,
BAROQLIE FLUTE AND

Jj

Wed/Ist
"AN EVENING

HARPSICHORD

OF BRASS"

SEATTLE ART MLISELIM
AUDITORIUM

SENiOR RECITAL BY

"RED, WHITE & TUNA"

3:00 P.M., $23-$45

JACQLIES OGG,

2:00 P.M. & 7:30 P.M.
$550 STUDENT

Tues / 29th

"BRIGADOON'
PANTAGES THEATRE

NORTON CLAPP THEATRE

Jj

$12 STUDENT

CONCERT HALL

FEATURING THE
SOUND BRASS
QUN ITET

MICHAEL BUCHANAN

KILWORTH CHAPEL
7:30 P.M., FREE

ti/ I 9th
aRADIO MAMBO:

RODGERS AND

CULTURE CLASH

Thurs/ 22nd

HAMMERSTEIN'S

iNVADES MIAMI"

THE BILLY

"CINDERELLA'

SEATTLE REPERTORY

TACOMA MUSICAL

THEATRE, 7:30 P.M.

PLAYHOUSE

$10 STUDENT

Jj

TAYLOR TRIO
UW MEANY THEATER
8:00 P.M., $10 STUDENT

8:00 P.M., $13 STUDENT

8:00 P.M., $25
BATTLEFiELD BAND

8:00 P.M., $13 STUDENT

SENIOR THEATRE FESTIVAL

FESTIVAL
7:30 P.M, FREE
NORTON CLAPP THEATRE

-J

JENNESS KLEIN
3:00 P.M., FREE

"ON THE VERGETM
T

BALLET, 7:30 P.M.
$16-$100

PLAYHOUSE

PANTAGES THEATRE

THROLIGH APRIL 18
7:30 P.M., $10
"FIREBIRD," "ORPHELIS

.'

JS COMPANY

SENIOR RECITAL BY

RODGERS AND

Sun! 1 8th
DORIAN SINGERS
CONCERT HALL
1:30 P.M., FREE

HAMMERSTEIN'S
"CINDERELLA'
THROUGH MAY 9
TACOMA MuSiCAL

All bold-face events take
place in Tacoma.
Unless otherwise noted, all
other events will be
held in Seattle.
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Taking a Closer Look at the

risis

AW

AW
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The History of the Region

AUSTRIA

Ethnic cleansing is not a recent development in the Balkan states. The Kosovo Liberation Army feel that the province
of Kosovo should be autonomous because they have a religious right to it and because they make up 90% of the
population. On the other hand, the Serbs have a governmental right to the land because it is a province of Serbia.
Several developments in the past few years have created even more tension between the two groups. First and
foremost, Slobodan Milosevic, then the leader of the Serbian Socialist Party, was elected president of Serbia in 1989.
Much of the reason that he was elected can be attributed to his promise that the Serbs would regain control of Kosovo.
Since he has been in office, Milosevic has forced Albanians out of state jobs, attempted to eradicate their language and
media services, and most importantly, refused their pleas for independence.
Regardless of Milosevic's attempts to eradicate their culture, the Albanians refuse to surrender. They have elected
lbrahim Rugova as president of the self-declared Republic of Kosovo. The violence is not simply one-sided, though.
Albanian rebels have formed the Kosovo Liberation Army to create an autonomous state. This war has two sides, and
both are responsible for attacking and killing their enemies, and the longer the war drags on, the more violent it
becomes.
Because the fighting has become so extreme lately, NATO met in France to compose a treaty for the two nations.
Richard Holbrooke, Christopher Hill, and other NATO officials led this group. Both the Serbs and the Albanians were
asked to sign the treaty, asking for a complete cease to the fighting, but only the Albanians agreed. As a result, NATO is
attempting to persuade Milosevic into signing the treaty by disabling his army through air raids.

SLOVENIA

CROATIA

BOSN
HERZE

ITALY

The Refugees

I

As the Serbian army encroaches, more and more refugees must flee their homes. There are numerous stories of the
Serbian soldiers burning entire villages to the ground, killing family upon family, and raping Albanian women. Basically,
the Albanians are being forced out of their homes by these soldiers and have nowhere to go. In an attempt to escape
the persecution, they are fleeing to the nearby countries of Macedonia and Albania. Although they are safe from the
Serbs here, these third-world nations are having a hard time accommodating even the most basic needs of the
refugees. As a result, refugee camps are overflowing with people, food and medical aid are scarce, and conditions are
worsening.
An estimated 125,000 refugees have fled to Macedonia in the past three weeks. Some are injured and a great
number of them are children. One of the largest concerns is that families are being separated, leaving parents
desperately searching for their orphaned children, which just adds more chaos to the entire situation. Although an
attempt is being made to keep a record of all of the refugees, less than a quarter of them have been documented.
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Our objectives
the Serb forces
wint the refug
hovne, pro tecte
security force,
se/f-go vernn'ie

February 23, 1999
The ethnic Albanians agree in principle to sign the political

March 19, 1999

accord bt want to consult further before fully accepting. The

The peace talks adjourn in failure, following the

Serbs continue to have reservations about signing an agreement

refusal

of

the Serbs to sign on, and international

monitors prepare to leave

and about the use of NATO forces in Kosovo.

K0800.

February 6, 1999

March 15, 1999

Peace talks to halt ethnic

The ethnic Albanian delegation in Paris agrees to accept the

Shelling edges

violence in K0500 open in

autonomy deal proposed at the meetings in Ramkouillet. President

the Serbs

Rambouillet. France.

Clinton encourages Milosevic to agree to the terms as well in
order to avoid further conflict and bloodshed.

Marc]
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In NATOs fifty years of action, the organization has never
attacked a sovereign state, so many people are asking:
"Why Kosovo?" There are several answers to this question.
First, many officials fear that the fighting will spread into
the neighboring countries of Greece and Turkey. Others
emphasize the fact that both World War I and II were
partially caused by Balkan fighting.
Another aspect of this cause is humanitarian. The fear of
another Holocaust is a real concern when the tactics of the
Serbs are taken into consideration. Until the ethnic
cleansing in Kosovo ends, NATO refuses to stop the
bombings.

:

KOSOVO

How to Help

ANIA
MACEDONIA

GREECE

ii

We wint
fkosovo. We
.0 be cib/e to go
an intern c?tioncl/
ey work towc?rc

In an attempt to partially relieve these countries' burdens,
Canada, the US, and other members of NATO have agreed
to take in an average of 200,000 refugees each. Hundreds
of organizations in the Seattle area alone are also raising
money and collecting food, clothing, and medical supplies to
send to the camps.
Although these items are certainly helpful, money
donations are the most useful, because the high cost of
shipping things half way around the world is rather
inefficient. There will be numerous fundraisers on- and offcampus if you would like to help. See page 17 for a list of
organizations to which donations can be sent.

esilent /ill el/n ton

• The US reached the point of no return
on March 24, 1999 when NATO made the
decision to bomb the Serbs into submission.
This sparked an undesirable reaction from
Milosevic. Instead of giving in to NATO's
demands, he refused to sign the treaty and
declared war.
• NATO continued the nightly air raids,
broadening the assault and heightening the
destruction in an attempt to weaken
Milosevic and his troops. As March drew to
a close, NATO targeted Belgrade, Serbia's
capital city.
• The first of April brought a turning point
to the war. While patrolling the border of
Macedonia and Kosovo, Milosevic's forces
who claimed the Americans were on the
Serbian side of the border captured three
US soldiers. They refused to release the
POWs until the bombings ceased. NATO
refused and continued bombing Serbian
power plants, roadways, bridges, petroleum
factories, and anything that could potentially
damage Milosevic's attack.
• On April 6, less than two weeks after
the declaration of war, Milosevic declared a
uni-lateral cease-fire, an attempted "plea
bargain" with NATO. His attempt failed.
NATO rejected the offer, claiming that it
wasn't enough.
• On April 10, the US accused the Serbs
of systematically raping and murdering
women in Kosovo. The US vowed to
continue the bombings despite Russian
President Boris Yeltsin's suggestion that this
may spark world war.

March 24, 1999

April 1, 1999

NATO begins the air strikes on targets in

Serbian forces capture three U.S.

Yugoslavia that are to become a dail y,

soldiers near the Yugoslav-

increasingly severe, occurrence.

Macedonian border.

Timeline information taken
from www.usia.gov

1999
d Pristina as
h08tlt8.

April 6, 1999

March 29, 1999
The tide of refugees fleeing

K0500

Serbia declares a unilateral cease-fire; NATO

for Albania, Macedonia and

rejects the offer as meaningless and continues

M ontenegro increases amid reports of

daily air attacks, remaining insistent on full

Serbian atrocities.

compliance with allied demands.
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Tennis gears up for playoff run
Men and women hope to tune their games this weekenc
C musTy OWEN

Staff Writer

Baseball takes on Whitworth and
finds Pirates arrrgh... too tough

I

The Logger baseball team traveled to Whitworth last
weekend for a three-game series against the Pirates. On Saturday, UPS split the games with Whitworth, winning the
first game 3-1, but giving up the second 2-14.
Jake Good gave a strong performance for the Loggers in
the first game on Saturday. He gave .up only one run and
three hits, while striking out four Pirate hitters. The win
pushes Good's record to 4-2 for the season. Jeff Halstead
and Hakim Jones each went 2-4 at the plate in the first game.
Halstead scored twice while Jones scored the other run for
UPS.
In game two, the Loggers used six different pitchers, but
the Pirates were unstoppable. The Pirates came away with a
14-2 win.
On Sunday, the Loggers had an early 8-3 lead going into
the bottom of the fourth inning, but the Pirates were able to
score fifteen runs on the Loggers, bringing the final score to
17-9 in Whitworth's favor.
The Logger team's record is 7-18 overall, and 5-9 in the
Northwest Conference. The team will host Lewis and Clark
April 17-18 in Cheney Stadium. Saturday's games will start
at 1:00p.m., and the action on Sunday will start at noon.

Softball captures four wins over
weekend, now focuses in on PLU

sity and Whitworth,
but lost to PLU and
Whitman College.
OVERALL 5-9
NWC4-8
The
Logger
women's team only
had two matches, losing both to PLU and
WOMEN'S RECORD
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NWC and 5-9 overall The men's NWC
hh1(1h1 '% Icterson hits a backhand in the men s match against
record improved to 5:5 and 7-5 overall.
PLU, the top men's and women's Seattle University. The men won the match easily, 7-0.
NWC team, shut out UPS in Parkland Seattle and Whitworth and came away around and came away with a victory."
on Friday. The men's team was strong
with wins."
The Loggers will finish their season
on Saturday, however, winning its
The women lost to PLU 9-0 on Friday with a men's tournament, hosting George
matches against Seattle University 7-0 and to Seattle University 5-2 on SaturFox and Lewis and Clark. The women
and against Whitworth 6-1. On Sunday, day. Malenie Hiramoto (6-3, 6-2) and
will be playing PLU and Northwest
Whitman defeated the Loggers 6-1.
Hillary Schenk (2-6, 6-4, 6-4) Nazarene at the Fieldhouse as well.
Number three singles player
provided the two individual
The Logger men are gearing up for the
MEN'S RECORD
Eric Muller was the lone victor
victories for the Loggers NAIA Regional and National tournaOVERALL 75
against Whitman, 6-1, 6-4. In
ments scheduled later this month.
against Seattle.
NWC 5-5
doubles action, Muller and
In doubles action, Stacey
"The Regional tournament will conAndy Loveless secured the only
Porter and Hiromoto lost 8-4, sist of five other teams, four of which
victory, winning 8-5.
Schenk and Laura Brock lost 8-3 and we have previously beaten," Robbie
"We've lost to PLU and Whitman beSarah Larson and Kate Fusillo lost 8-2.
Cunningham said. "Lewis and Clark is
fore, but we played better against them
"We have been playing well this seathe only school that we haven't played
this time," Loveless said. "PLU was son," Schenk said. "In my match against
yet this year. We've been very focused
tough and gave us some trouble. We Seattle University my coach helped me and are pulling together to play well
played as well as we expected against adjust my game. I changed some things
against them."
.

-

The Logger softball team has conitinued tearing through
their competition with another highly successful week. The
Loggers won all four of their weekend games by a combined score of 26-7.
UPS opened the weekend on Saturday, April 10, with a
doubleheader against Pacific University, walking away with
an 8-2 win in the opener and 8-0 victory in the second game.
The first game was highlighted by a bases-loaded double
by Kim Redding in the fourth inning. Erin Peterson added
an RBI double to bring home Redding and give the Loggers
a comfortable lead.
In the second game it was once again Redding, who hit a
towering grand slam to put UPS ahead for good.
On Sunday, April 11, it was more Logger domination with
another doubleheader sweep, this time over George Fox University. The Loggers won a close 5-4 decision in the first
game and 5-1 in the second.
The Bruins jumped on the Loggers early, building a 4-0
lead by the third inning. But UPS answered back in the inning with four hits and four runs.
The Loggers won the game in the fifth when Misty Cole
doubled and was brought home with a Meghan Zygar hit.
Freshman pitcher Megan Walsh dominated the second
game by striking out nine batters and giving up four hits.
Redding and Zygar homered in the game for UPS.
The Loggers are pretty much a lock on second place in
the Northwest Conference this season. Thorugh the weekend, they trail Pacific Lutheran by one game in the stand
ings, with an NWC record of 7-1 and 23-7 overall.

Logger golf drives toward Portland
The UPS golf team travels to beautiful Pumpkin Ridge
Golf Club outside of Portland, Ore., to play in a NWC tour nament on Wednesday and Thursday, April 14-15.
Pumpkin Ridge has played host to several national tournaments in the past several years. The USGA held the US
Men's Amatuer at Pumpkin Ridge in 1996 and the US
Women's Open in 1997.
The men's team placed fourth last week out of eight NWC
schools at the St. Martin's Invitational. Travis Allen shot
low-ball among NWC players with a 78-74-77-229.
For the women, Marlow I(ruse finished sixteenth overall
among 45 golfers. Her 98-103-201 was good enough for
sixth among NWC players.

I'

LOGGER
PROFILE

Robbie Cuningham

"I like to relax
(before matches)
with a beer or two."
Sport: Tennis
Year: Sophomore
Major: English
High School: Edmonds-Woodway HS—Edmonds, Wash.
Nickname: "Little Dog"
Goals for the Season: "I'd like to say nationals. If not,

then a really good year to prepare us to dominate league
next year."
Most inspirational People: High school doubles partner.
"We played together for four years and were best friends."

LtheJzaTe Youizselp ThJzOuçh

SpiRaL MovicavenT
Eveizy Sunàay aT 2:30 p.w. • Call 253.879.8000
poiz ooze inj'oizoi'aTIon
UPS Fielahouse Dance STuôIo

Support !Jour
IocI Logger-

Attend an
athletic event!
Check Logger Line for details!
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Loggers, Lutes to compete for cup titles
JUUE

Mock draft a
real mockery
BRIAN Moiuus
JASON JAKAITIS

Staff Writers
This year's annual NFL draft holds
promise as one of the most talentladen in recent memory. A dozen
teams with ineffecient offenses and
aging helmsters are vying for position
to determine the future of their franchise. As usual, the war-room is rife
with trade rumors, over-postering and
blustering, and arrogant rookies about
to have money dumped on them. So,
without further ado, let's hit the pipe,
lace the Keds and wade into this infernal, nauseating exhibition of
degradaded auctioneeri ng.
If there were any justice at all, the
draft would go a little bit like this:
New York Yankees (from the
Cleveland Browns): Ricky Williams,
RB, Texas. George Steinbrenner,
paranoid that that the Browns an
expansion team free from salary
contraints would be able to field a
team capable of defeating his bailciub
in the annual interleague cricket
championships, trades Hideki Irabu
and $84 million for the first pick,
which is then spent on the best running back prospect since Oklahoma
State's Barry Sanders in 1989. Williams is instantly signed to a 17-year,
$1.1 billion contract with the SingleA Redding Paint Mart-ians.
Philadelphia Eagles: Tim
Couch, QB, Kentucky. The 65"
youngster, who once claimed he
would only enter the draft if he was
assured of being the first selection
(even though teams cannot speak with
rookies until they have entered themselves in the draft), refuses to play in
the league because of the disrespect
he was shown by the NFL. He becomes a Fox broadcaster and establishes for himself the moniker
"Armcouch quarterback."
San Diego Chargers (from another piss poor ballclub): Rico Curtis,
FS, San Diego State University. General manager Bobby Beathard, utilizing his trademark "sell the house for
a doormat" mentality that won him a
ring in Washington and jack in San
Diego, trades all of the Charger's first
round picks through 2007 for this selection. He then chooses a player most
experts agreed would be available in
the 22nd round. Beathard rationalizes
swiftly, though, arguing "I got a bad
feeling about the whole Millenium
thing. I think this could be it for the
NFL, and the world, too. If you ask
me, I got the deal of the ... millenium."
From this point, the draft will degrade into a series of decisions and
selections that really have no supportable merit outside of faith in those
lucky darts.
-

STATON

Baseball

April 17 (DH)
Lewis & Clark
College
@ Home

1:00p.m.
April 18 (DH)

Lewis & Clark

The UPS varsity men's eight competes against Lewis & Clark.
Caryn Cunningham, rowers Alyssa
Maldegen, Anne Leach, Holly Menzies,
Amy McEntee, and Katie Gulliford.
Races begin at 9:00 a.m.
"FLU's women look really strong.
Their women took last year's loss to
heart, but I am expecting a pretty good
race," said varsity coach Mike Willy.
"Our men are looking good. It's the first
time in several years that we've had more

than eight men on the team and we
have been racing well."
Last weekend the Loggers competed
at Willamette University. The varsity
men's eight earned a first place finish
in 6:10.50, while the varsity four won
in 6:47.3 1. The varsity light four took
first, in 7:17.24. The women's varsity
eight took second, placing behind Seattle Pacific University.

Loggers host JD Shotwell Invitational
Sco'r'ry

LEONARD

Sports Editor

-

All the signs of spring are here. The
sun is out, the flowers are blooming, the
birds are chirping, and the sounds of
starting guns are filling the air.
The JD Shotwell Invitational Meet
makes its 17th annual appearance at
Baker Stadium this weekend. The
Shotwell is the only home meet of the
season for the UPS track and field teams.
The meet is a large one, featuring
seven teams this year. From the NWC
will be Pacific Lutheran, Seattle Pacific,

N

For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Assistant Sports Editor
The men's and women's rowing teams
are preparing to faceoff against their
cross-town rivals at PLU in the Meyer
and Lamberth races on Sat., April 17.
The varsity men will race to take back
the Meyer Cup, which the Lutes have had
possession of for the past several years.
It is the oldest continuing cup race on
the west coast; the cup donated in 1964
by Paul Meyer to promote a competative
spirit between UPS and PLU. Senior
rowers who will compete for the Loggers in the men's race are coxswain Katie
Tanner and rower Jeremy Barnes.
The Lamberth Cup originated in 1977
as a race between the varsity women of
UPS and PLU. The Logger women reclaimed the Lamberth Cup last year after fifteen years of Lute possession, and
will be looking to hold on to the cup
again this year. The boat line-up includes
six seniors (in boat order): coxswain

LINE

and Whitman College.
Eric Stutzman won the high-jump
Also competing in the meet will be
with a conference qualifying mark of
non-NWC teams Central Washington,
64". The mark was tenth on the all-time
Western WashingUPS record list. He
ton, and Highline
also took second in
Community.
the 100 meter high
The Logger
hurdles.
WHAT'S HAPPENING: The Loggers host
teams have been
Amy Wells set a
the 17th annual JD Shotwell Invitational
having successful
new school record in
Meet. The meet will host competition
seasons thus far.
the pole vault with a
from around the Northwest.
Last weekend,
mark of 119'.
they traveled to WHAT IT WILL MEAN: The teams have
Todd
Rogers
an opportunity at home to add some
Spokane to comqualified for conferpete in an NWC more important qualifying times.
ence in the 100 with
IIll.
d1LIlSL
a time of 1 1. 19 secWhitman College and George Fox. The
onds. The junior has shown steady imLogger men and women placed third.
provement this year.

College
@ Home
12:00 p.m.

April21
Pacific Lutheran
University
@ Home

3:00p.m.
Softball
April 18
Whitworth
College
@ Spokane,

Wash.
12:00 p.m.
April 20

Seattle University
@ Seattle, Wash.
3:00 p.m.
Women's Tennis
April16
Pacific Lutheran
University
@ Home
3:30p.m.
April 17
Northwest
Nazarene
@ Home
11:30 a.m.

Men's Tennis
April 16

A'AYAYA'i1ILJl11IlWI(•]Il

Pacific University
@ Home

6:00p.m.

1veryTtiesdlap!

:1: LSAT

-

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

.o \0
4200 Well Drinks

~110jyvps
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•4400 M40 9 Lite Pitchers
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April 17
Lewis & Clark
College
@ Home
2:00 p.m.

Track & Field

1EMP
uB & GIlL
3840 6th Ave. Tacoma • 759-2896

April 17
JD Shotwell
Invitational
@ Baker Field
11:00a.m.

Crew

-

C

April 17
George Fox
University
@ Home
9:00 a.m.

GENLJfNE

DRAFT

April 17
MeyerlLamberth
Cups
@ American Lake
Lakewood, Wash.
8:00 a.m.
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M
A LETTERS TO THE EDiTOR:

Readers repond to same-sex marriage debate
Reader asks writer to look from her standpoint
I realize it will be difficult to argue to have sex with the same gender. Like
with you, Zack, because you already
straights they fall in romantic love and
knows the Truth about life, but I thought they love to love. As a woman who falls
I could ask you a few questions and share
in love with other women, I'd like you
some ideas with you.
to tell me to my face that your love is
How can you say God hates homo- more valuable in Jesus' opinion because
sexuality if you believe in Jesus' teachit's for the opposite gender. I'd like you
ings? Jesus was an incredible guy. He to look me in the eyes and tell me your
preached love and
love is accounted
acceptance. Peo- If Jesus came back he'd
for but mine isn't
pIe hated him be- probably be an enemy of
because I'm a gay
cause he did things
person full of sin.
they weren't ready yours because he would
How could you
for, like treating
be such a judge?
love and accept gay people
women and the
You believe in a
poor as equals.
God who says
as normal, natural people.
What if Jesus
your love is more
came back now. I contest that if he came valuable than someone elses and you
back he'd probably be an enemy of yours don't even have to know them to find
because he would love and accept gay out if it's true or not. If Jesus were here
people as normal, natural people.
now he'd be offended by you, not me.
Why would he? Because there's no
Don't tell me that, as a straight male,
way a man (God) whose major teachings when you've fallen in romantic love with
were about love could not accept people a woman you haven't been physically
loving each other. In your article you attracted to her? You say lust is a sin and
were so wrapped up in homosexuality this is why you are probably waiting to
being about sex between two members
have sex until you are married. That's
of the same gender, you went so far as to
fine, it's a choice you can make.
compare homosexuals to pedophiles.
But your Truth denies and rejects the
But you and your beliefs in the Truth
10-27 percent of gays and his in the popudon't look at the Truth of homosexuallation. You say gays shouldn't be marity. Gay/bisexual people don't just want
ried but there are couples everywhere out

there who love each other romantically.
Tell me, what are they supposed to do?
They can't get married legally as of yet,
and some religions (like yours) deny their
relationships as beautiful. Are they supposed to reject one of the most intense
ways they can ever be with a loved one
(sex) because they can't get married?
Dianna Woods said we are a diverse
nation. Zack, we're a diverse world and
God made it that way! We have people
of all different colors, religions and
sexual orientations. Why can't you celebrate the diversity God created instead
of throwing all gay people in the "sinner" category? You're narrowing yourself by interpreting God the way you do.
If your God really sees all sin as equal
and he'd see a murder as the same as me
loving another woman romantically, I'm
not interested in ever knowing him. Nor
am I interested in him because he rejects
me as a natural human being and denies
my love as something beautiful. If only
you could be me for a day. Then maybe
you'd understand that my love for
women isn't something that ferments and
stinks inside melike a sin, but something
that gives me a reason to rejoice and celebrate every day.
Love,
Danielle Harrington

Blind faith should not win over secular arguments
If the vast majority of a country's
population believed in, say, the great god
Andrew, and one of Andrew's commandments was that everyone must wear polka
dots on Tuesday, then the followers of
Andrew could require this conduct of
everyone by sheer majority will. The
founding fathers of the United States understood the power of religion and wrote
the Constitution to protect the
underrepresented minority from such
things without compromising individuals' rights to believe in whatever they
choose. Still, religion does have the
power to overcome or even rewrite the
Constitution. One need not look far back
in history to understand this. If enough
people believe something is true, they
can impose their will on those who think
differently, regardless of whether or not
it is true. Which brings me to Zack
Stockdale's piece on same-sex unions.
First, Zack, and everyone else has the
right to their religious beliefs and how
those beliefs direct their responses. But
in a matter so charged with competing
religious interests, it becomes fundamentally important to examine the issue in a
secular light lest truth be swept away by
the blind faith of either side.
As for Zack's faith-derived opinion, no
problem, I've heard it before. My faith
motivates me to speak differently. On a
level playing field, we're at an impasse.
Unfortunately for him, he doesn't bring
anything new to the table when discussing this matter outside of a religious
venue. Here is some secular food for
thought centered around his conclusions.

In Baehr v. Miike, the Hawaii samesex marriage case, the state failed to
prove their side. They failed miserably,
I might add, given the fact that their own
"expert witnesses" ended up corroborating the plaintiffs' argument that there was
no compelling interest to deny marriage
licenses to same-sex couples. (For the
details, read the court case. It's quite illuminating.) Last November, the citizens
of Hawaii passed an amendment which
would nullify any judgement by the
state's highest court agreeing with the
lower court decision. And yes, the campaign was mostly bankrolled by religious
groups. Blind faith won at the expense
of reasoned arguments from both sides.
As far as the government giving social approval to same-sex unions, consider this. The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the right of interracial marriages
at a time when majority public opinion
disapproved of them. Was the Court's
ruling out of line? Or was it saying that
two adults have the right to make the
important decision of naming a legal lifepartner and next-of-kin solely between
themselves without subjecting that decision to a popular vote or societal prejudice? Does this mean the government
gives societal approval to every marriage? Or does it mean that government
removes societal approval from the equation? If the former, consider by Zack's
reasoning that society approves of
quickie marriages that end months later
in divorce, marriages between partners
of extreme age difference, and marriages
of convicted murderers serving life terms

in prison. Now where is the moral reasoning supporting this arrangement?
Finally, there is the nauseating but alltoo-common tactic of comparing gays to
child molesters. However, unlike pedophilia, the American Psychiatric Association does not define homosexuality as
a mental illness, and no credible research
supports the contrary. Pedophiles bring
real harm to their sexual targets whereas
homosexuality like heterosexuality is
innocuous when consenting adults are
involved. Furthermore, because minors
cannot legally marry or give consent for
sex, Zack's nightmare marriage between
a child and a pedophile is simply unrealistic. However, when that child turns 18,
he or she can knowingly marry a pedophile, and there is nothing his or her parents can legally do to stop them. Again,
what moral reasoning protects that arrangement while cold-shouldering gays
in committed relationships who wish to
legally marry?
Much of what I have said will make
no difference to those who have already
made up their minds. But it remains important, relevant information. The secular, legal, and scientific arguments will
become harder to avoid as people decide
whether the spirit of the law is more important than the steamroller of blind faith
and societal prejudice. Given the decibel level at which same-sex union opponents are shouting, it's obvious that they
already wish fewer people were thinking about it.
Sincerely,
Allen Bagwell

Condemning gays same
as condemning inter
racial relationships
As a gay student at UPS, I would appreciate il if 77u
Trail would quit printing articles and letters dealing with
homosexuality. I realize that the university has been deeply
concerned with issues of "diversity" over the past several
years and I assume that the tiresome amount of material on
the social acceptance of homosexuality in your publication
is merely an extension of this campaign.
Likewise, I realize that the articles condemning homosexual behavior are printed in the interest of offering a "diversity" of viewpoints. This is certainly commendable.
However, if you insist on dealing with issues involving
minorities and offering opposing viewpoints, could you
please drop the gay thing and move on?
In the interest of "fairness," why not do a pro/con article
on keeping women barefoot and pregnant, or allow someone to voice their opinion on the evils of race mixing? I'm
sure Zack Stockdale would be more than willing to discuss
these topics. As a fan ofthe Bible, I'm sure he would bring
our attention to God's command for "wives to obey their
husbands, slaves their masters" and all the other passages
from the scripture that were used in the past to oppress blacks
and women. Zack must be up in arms over all the heathens
who treat minorities as their equals.
But I'll give Mr. Stockdale some credit because he swears
he isn't a bigot and is not interested in arguing the validity
of the Bible. This is a wise move, because if he truly believes in the absolute truth ofGod and yet accepts the Bible
as the word of God, then he has a whole mess of contradictions to deal with.
He might also have a problem explaining to his fellow
students how Leviticus chapter 18, one of the most frequently cited passages used to probe God's disdain for homosexuality, damns guys that sleep with girls on the rag to
the same hellish fate as those disgusting homosexuals. And
only a chapter later God proclaims that it is evil to "wear
clothing woven of two kinds of material." Hell is the pflnishment for your fashion faux-pas, Gap heathens!

In the interest of "fairness,"

Sto:kda can't
use the Bible to why not do a pro/con article
indicate what is
right and wrong on keeping women barefoot
he'll just have and pregnant.
to rely on common sense. Does murder hurt people? Yes, so it is illegal.
Does pedophilia hurt people? Yes, it has been shown to compromise the child's emotional health and sexual attitudes
as an adult, so it too is illegal.
Would gay marriages hurt anyone? No. Does it benefit
anyone? Certainly. Does it compromise the institute of marriage? Well, marriage used to mean the husband owned his
wife. Our attitudes have changed and so the definition has
changed. And it can't compromise it anymore than heterosexual adultery and divorce have. Shotgun marriages compromise the institution, and such a marriage can't happen
to gays so we already have one point in our favor.
Of course, Mr. Stockdale would probably bring up the
whole "Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve" argument.
Well, I'll let him use the "Adam and Eve, not Adam and
Moesha" adaptation when he writes the article on race-mixing for a future issue of The Trail. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Brian Cook
Editor's note: Zack Stockdale s April 8 article "Samesex unions do not deserve social approval" did not state
anything concerning Stockdale 's views on interracial dating or on the status of women. Cook is making hypothetical
assumptions about Stockdale 's views based on the logic
Stockdale used in the article in concern to homosexuality.
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Write your pertinent, informed opinion, preferably in 500
words or less, and let the campus community know what
you think. All letters must have a signature and a phone
number and are due no later than Mondays at noon. The
Editor reserves the right to edit for clarity and length. Letters may be sent to WSC 011 or trail@ups.edu .

Ignoring rules for analyzing texts invalidates view
I am writing this letter in concerned says so!" As a recovering southern Bapresponse to Zack Stockdale's article retist and former biblical literalist, I can
garding the immorality of homosexual truly understand Mr. Stockdale's convicmarriage which appeared in the April 8
tion on this or any other moral issue
edition of The Trail. First and foremost, deemed by Christian idealists to be crulet me make perfectly clear what I do not cial in preservi'ng "traditional family valintend to do in this letter before I carry
ues." I cannot, however, support his Bible
on with what I do wish to accomplish based justification because it is intellecwith it. I am not attempting to argue tually unsound in many dangerous ways.
openly in favor of
Last week, in a
a particular posi- Mr. Stockdale 's argument
panel discussion
tion. Both Zack
entitled "Homostands in blatant violation
Stockdale and
sexuality and the
Dianna Woods of the most basic rules of
Bible," religion
represented the
professor and bibopposing view- intelligent, informed and
lical scholar, Doupoints regarding responsible scholarship.
glas Edwards,
the formal state
- pointed out three
sanctioning of same-sex unions very methodological steps one must take
well, and I do not feel the need to rehash when examining the texts of Judeohere that which they have already articuChristianity. First, one must determine
lated. Nor do I intend to justify the fear what a particular passage means in the
Mr. Stockdale expressed of being labeled
context of those surrounding ii. Second,
"a bigot, a hate-monger, or a one must determine what the passage
homophobe" by doing so. My concern means in the context of the contempowith Mr. Stockdale's position is an in- rary society in which it was written. And
tellectual and methodological one.
last, one must determine what does the
In explaining his personal beliefs re- passage mean for us as members of a sogarding the immorality of homosexualciety very different from that in which the
ity in general, and homosexual marriage passage was written?
in particular, Mr. Stockdale points to
In my multiple readings of Mr.
those passages in the Bible which he feels Stockdale's argument, I found neither a
condemn the act of love between two treatment of the context in which the
people of the same gender as his justifi- passages in question are found (Mr.
cation. Comparing pedophilia with ho- Stockdale doesn't even cite specific pasmosexuality, Mr. Stockdale said, "[Pe- sages, but I presume he is referring to
dophilia is] wrong for the same reason
the widely-quoted passages in the Book
that homosexuality is wrong. The Word of Leviticus), nor did I find a socio-anof God says so. Yes, . ..I am one of those thropological treatment of what those
people who believe [sic] in the absolute passages meant to the nomadic Semitic
truth of the Word of God, the Bible. And tribes of antiquity. This absence of necI believe that homosexuality is wrong for essary historiographical context makes
the same reason that I say drug use, hetMr. Stockdale's leap to the third step of
erosexual premarital sex, and underage interpretation as it pertains to late twendrinking, adultery, lust, murder, and ly- tieth century North American society
irig are wrong. Because the Word of God extremely difficult to accept.

We

must

Moreover, in the interests of responsible scholarship, one must examine the
sacred writings in the original Hebrew
or Greek, since no self-respecting scholar
would make a claim as weighty as the
one made by Mr. Stockdale based on a
twenty-second hand translation and then
offer that claim up as gospel (no pun intended). In his article, Mr. Stockdale does
not cite the original texts in positing his
argument. Given the vehemence of his
position, I would hope that Mr. Stockdale
is proficient in Old Testament Hebrew
and New Testament Greek and has examined the original texts at length in arriving at his conclusion that homosexuality is an offense worthy of summary
execution. Proper examination of the Old
Testament scriptures in the original Hebrew would have lent tremendous credibility to his argument, but as it stands
currently, Mr. Stockdale's argument
stands in blatant violation of the most
basic rules of intelligent, informed and
responsible scholarship, not to mention
the three methodological steps prescribed
by a recognized authority on the subject of the Bible.
Mr. Stockdale, like everyone else who
has tried to wrap their mind around this
complex issue, has a right to whatever
opinion he finds most compatible with
his own personal beliefs. His conviction
in the literal infallibility if the Bible can
only be described as an act of tremendous faith (in light of the overwhelming
body of scholarly evidence to the contrary). However, the reprehensible disregard for proper historical methodology
in arriving at a thesis which he claims is
of universal significance makes his opinion, though protected under our cherished laws of free speech, a very, very,
very bad one.
Sincerely,
Ryan K. McIntosh

help solve problems in

I have just finished crying in front
of the television set for an hour
straight. The faces of refugees as
they flee form Kosovo, starving,
exhausted, sick, scared. The desolated villages, schools, offices,
homes, torn to pieces by NATO air
raids. I saw a four-year-old boy being treated By Red Cross for shrapnel wounds in his leg. He had been
shot at by Serbian police for not
walking fast enough. Another boy,
ten-years-old, was also being tended
to. His entire family had been shot
in his basement and he only survived
by pretending to be dead. He had
been shot in the arm. The number of
orphans is rising constantly as family members disappear or die form
hunger, violence, cold, exhaustion or
sickness. All of these images, along
with endless interviews of various
public officials around the world, all
pleading with NATO to stop the

bombing, are real. These horrible
events are going on Right now, and
we as Americans are barely aware.
I know that exposure to the situation in Kosovo is hardly easy to
avoid, but is it enough to see a headline in the paper or on the news?
Americans are sheltered from the
true hardships and horror of going
the ongoing war. Perhaps it is because we live halfway around the
world. Or maybe it is because the
newspapers and TV news do not
present the most accurate portrayal
of what is happening. Or it could be
the simple fact that we have an aversion to the ugliness and pain of war,
and choose to devote our attention
to our more immediate, and less
painful lives. Whatever the reason,
not enough attention is being paid
to Kosovo, because if it were, we
would be actively helping.
With all the newspapers and TV

Kosovo,
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Voou think runk
M`Vi-nj Is a problem
on campus?

'

No,becausethecampu.
is so small, people walk.

i

—Mike Kumanzawa—

\..•

"Yes, there are many
hooligans on campus."

—David Sugihara-

"Yes. Now that the trend
is for more frats togo dry,
parties are at oil-campus
houses, and people are
more tempted to drive intoxicated."

—Jessie Rumps'No, but drunk walking
is.

—Jacob Pacarn"Does that explain the
wild mower tracks in the
grass?"

—Paul Allenphotos by Z. Stockci.de

not overlook them

reporters bombarding us with news
longer feel it is necessary to react
about this war, I am surprised that
when hundreds of thousands of
the university is not playing a more people are being forced from their
active role in 1) educating its stuhomes, shot, separated from their
dents about the circumstances surfamilies and pushed into refugee
rounding the
camps at the borwar, why it is We have an t7V ersion to
ders of other
taking place, the ugliness andpain of
countries? We
who is inmust understand
volved, and war, and chc e to
that these people
whether the devote our a te ntion to
are not better off
tactics being
now that they
used are help- our more imi fl. diate, and have fled their
ing or hindercountry. The ethlesspainfull iv'_____________
s.
ing the ultinic cleansing enmate goal of peace, and 2) supply- forced by Serbian troops was so suding students with the means to do den that they had only minutes to
something about it, whether it is leave their homes with only what
writing letters to various world they could carry in their arms.
power organizations, raising money,
Many refugees are seeking help
or having food and clothing drives.
in countries such as Bosnia where
Are we as Americans so wrapped food, shelter and health care are alup in our own lives and so isolated ready daily concerns. Canada has
from the outside world that we no agreed to take 500,000 refugees,

housing them in dorms and tents on
military bases. This is hopeful news,
but it has not yet been decided how
long they will be able to stay there,
or if they will be allowed to work,
or for their children to go to school.
The bottom line is, something
must be done. So I urge you, as fellow students, teachers, human beings, to help these people now, who
so desperately need it. There are
places to call, people to write letters
to, and places to send donations. In
addition, there are upcoming campus events to gain support to end the
intolerable situation in Kosovo. Remember, every little bit counts.
Speak up—it's your world.
Sincerely and Urgently Yours.
Meagan L. Johnson
information on how you can help
solve the problems in Kosovo can
be found on page 17,

i/S
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Lack of knowledge exhibits laziness in students
Ryr. SWEENEY
Assistant Opinions Editor
In each issue of The Trail there appears
a photo poii. The idea behind this photo
poii is to give the readers some idea about
what others are thinking, or in the case
of UPS, not thinking.
Many of you I'm sure read the photo
poii because there is very little to read, it
has pictures, and every once in a while
it's kind of funny. My column, on the
other hand, only meets one of those reasons (and for you geniuses out there, it's
not the picture one). In case some of you
don't remember, last week's photo poll
asked about Dean Kay's resignation. An
alarming amount of people had no clue
about this newsworthy tidbit, despite a
campus wide e-mail announcing it.
I for one am appalled by the lack of
knowledge on this campus. I've heard
many excuses regarding world events.
Many students claim to not pay atten-

tion to world events because their lives
are completely encompassed by this
campus. They also lament the fact that
they can do nothing to change world
events, so they have no reason to bother.
I for one, don't buy these reasons for a
second; I believe them to be outright lies.
For evidence, I point to last week's
photo poll. Dean Kay's resignation is
neither trivial, nor without immediate
proximity to the students. The basic story
even has a related bit of controversy. The
speed with which Dean Kay was replaced has angered some, worried more,
and irritated at least me.
More people should care, or at least
be aware of these facts. After all, the
Dean of Students probably has some effect on the students, but don't quote me
on that because! haven't really taken my
upper-level logic courses yet. This is a
case where current events directly affect
students on this campus, and they still
display a shocking lack of knowledge.

To me, this ignorance only displays an
underlying laziness where general
knowledge of the world is concerned.
I can fogive not knowing about the selection process for Dean Kay's replacement. After all, I blinked and missed it
too, but students should at least know that
she resigned. Maybe I'm just too much
of a hippie at heart, but in the golden days
of student activism, students were aware
of current events and cared about them.
Hell, they even did something about decisions they disagreed with.
I'm not saying that large masses of students should get up and protest Dean
Kay's decision to resign, far from it.
What I am saying is that consistent complacency with administrative decisions
only encourages the university to disregard student wishes in the future when
something even more important may
come up. If you want evidence, look to
the selection process for the new Dean
of Students. I'm not criticizing Kristine

Bartanen, (again for you geniuses, she
will be taking over for Dean Kay next
year); I don't know Bartanen, but that's
exactly the point. I am criticizing President Pierce's head-spinning decision.
The Dean of Students is not a trivial
position, this person affects many, many
people on campus, and as such, many
groups, organizations, and individuals
should have some amount of input as to
what kind of person they would like for
the Dean of Students. In all probability,
Ms. Bartanen meets many of these desired qualities, but the point is the process in which it happened was wrong.
If students were more involved, President Pierce would be much less likely to
hire people in such an overt show of
power, and more likely to listen to students. Now, however, it would seem like
a waste of time for President Pierce to
consult such an apathetic student body.
In this case, the fools who choose to be
uninvolved deserve whatever they get.

Consistent
complacencY
with
athninistrati 'e
decisions
only
encourages
the
university to
disregard
student
wishes in the
future.

Campus bits of food for thought Privacy at risk with
ZAcK STOCKDALE

Staff Writer
For your reading pleasure, or the lining of your cat's litter box, here is a cor nucopia of opinions/criticisms/rambling!
drivel. Hope you enjoy it, or that your
cat is regular; either way is good.
Parents' Weekend
Parents' Weekend is coming up and
we all know what that means. The
grounds start looking better, the food in
the SUB becomes down right excellent,
and soon campus will be swarming with
parents looking at everything, making
sure it's all perfect for their little angels.
Please don't get me wrong on this—I
love to see parents up here, it's nice to
get to meet the people who played such
a strong role in the lives of my friends
and fellow classmate. What disturbs me
about the whole weekend is that the
school makes such a big deal about it.
Why is it that it's only during Parents'
Weekend that so much gets done around
here to beautify the campus? Why only
then do they plant flowers, make sure all
the branches are off the pavement, and
rake up the cut grass? Don't the students
who live here and pay to be here get to
enjoy the benefits that Parents' Weekend
brings all of the time? I do realize that
the plant department may have bigger
problems than planting a few flowers
here and there, like stopping us from using half the fields around campus because the ground is torn up.
Internet Auctions
What does every college student need
nowadays? Of course, it differs from per son to person. Maybe you need a new
computer, or perhaps your CD player is
getting a little long in the tooth and
you're looking for a nice 60-disc player.
Well look no further than your neighborhood computer lab. The Internet abounds
with deals for the price-conscious. Whatever you need to find is only a cybersurf away, whether it be Beanie BabiesTM, a Joe DiMaggio baseball card,
or a Pioneer 200-watt surround sound
system with a 25-disc CD changer and

dual cassette player for the price of $120.
I'm not just talking about Amazon.
com or the Microsoft Shopping Network
either; no, I mean the world of Internet
auctions like ebay.com and egghead.com
where everything is up for a bid—if you
have a credit card. However, please keep
in mind the oh-so-true cliché, "Let the
buyer beware." You never know what
you might get, or from whom you're
buying. The Internet is a dangerous place
to go walking around in with a card full
of cash.
Credit Cards
Speaking of credit cards, as I'm sure
those of you who live in the residence
halls have noticed, we seem to get a lot
of credit card applications in our mail
boxes. However, in my hall they sit in a
large messy pile in front of the boxes
until the cleaning people are nice enough
to throw them all away for us. Does the
school make any money selling our address to credit card providers?
Whose idea was it anyway to give college students credit cards? I have friends
who are graduating and after a couple
years of attending UPS they sure don't
need to find new ways of going into debt.
Call me old fashioned—I'm sure many
of you do already—but what ever happened to paying for everything with
cash? I know it is much more convenient
to pay with credit cards and checks but
what if Y2K causes everything electronic
to crash like some doomsayers claim it
will? Well, then all we'll be carrying
around in our wallets and purses and
backpacks are slabs of cheap plastic.
So in conclusion, Parents' Weekend
needs to be extended to Parents' EveryOther-Day Visits so the food quality at
the SUB will remain at near perfect levels. You can buy anything on-line at a
good price, even a decent laptop for
$841, (I'm so proud I won the auction).
Finally, with no proof at all besides my
cunning intuition, credit card companies
are trying to drive struggling college students into the ground, and you know that
as much as they may deny it, the school
is making money off it.

directory info laws
allows me to slide back into my cordless
dream world a little bit farther, but it's
still unsettling that people can get my
phone number. There was a girl I knew
One of the best things that have hapin high school, who would most certainly
pened in my recent life involved Christsend a hit man out to dispose of me if
mas and a cordless phone. My pretty little
she could find my whereabouts. And if a
cordless phone sits on its charger and
credit card company can find out my
announces when someone is calling me
phone number, without anyone telling
with its shrill ringing tone.
them, what says that they can't find my
The best part about getting a phone call
Social Security number? Now, I'm not
is the fact that someone was thinking
normally a big conspiracy theorist, but I
about you, and therefore decided to call
have a right to privacy. That is what it
you. This was always the case during first
comes down to.
semester even if the reason they were
When I'm sitting in my room, either
thinking about you had to do with money
writing a paper or avoiding security, I
you owed "them" and maybe about
deserve not to be
breaking your
I talked to the Registrar's
disturbed. And on
legs. This semester
the same note, I
has been different
Office and they exclaimed
wish the same
fro me though.
serious disapproval and
companies would
Around two
stop dropping off
weeks ago, I redisgustfor the credit card
cart-loads of mail
ceived a call from
credit applications
a credit card corncompanies who use our
on the dorms—it's
pany, at my camphone numbe rs, and vowed
absolutely ridicupus phone, wantbus. I propose that
ing to give me all
to get them.
we package all of
the benefits of
these up and write a big "return to
paying 400% interest on a purchase or
sender" on the outside. When the "unsomething. I quickly disregarded the call
named" (Visa andAT&T) companies get
until about a week ago when a conversathe mail back, they might quit sending
tion made me think, where did they get
so much, but then again, I'm an optimist.
my phone number?
It's really not that much different than
University policy and federal law dethe months after I took my SAT's and
fines some stuff called "directory infor ACT's, when a flood of college propamation." This includes your name and
ganda came through. UPS contributed a
telephone number, when you get your
large amount of it. And as the colleges
degree, stuff like that. I talked to the
clamored, "It's everywhere you want to
Registrar's Office and they exclaimed sebe !" and "We have the lowest rates anyrious disapproval and disgust for the
where!" (that was a community college)
credit card companies who use our phone
I decided at one point it was getting rinumbers, and vowed to go out and get
diculous. Credit card companies are now
them. It seems funny to me that our regpast ridiculous and it's only going to get
istrars office would seek out any one
worse when I move off-campus and I'm
group, but if they are going to, it's going
home at dinnertime. I don't want to be
to be credit card companies who misuse
interrupted when cooking my own grilled
our information.
cheese
sandwiches.
This makes me a little bit happier and

RYAN GUGGENMOS

Staff Writer

op tnions
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College investments support global warming
BEN HEAVNER

Political Columnist
Recently, the Kyoto treaty has gotten
a lot of attention on university campuses
across the U.S. Last week, members of
Kyoto Now! travelled from our campus
to Olympia and Portland to
participate in a teach-in and
rally to raise public awareness. Last month, professors at the University of
Washington endorsed a student-led effort to divest the university's endowment
from "corporations responsible for gbhal warming," and the student governments at Stanford and Harvard have
passed resolutions encouraging their
schools to use financial pressure to discourage industry efforts to fight the
Kyoto environmental protocol. Perhaps
you're wondering what the big deal is.
The Kyoto treaty began in 1997 as an
ambitious attempt to regulate environmental impact around the world. Originally, it outlined plans to radically reduce
pollution in both the developed and developing world—a significant challenge.
However, President Clinton, under the
'

'

influence of industrial lobbying, significantly reduced the treaty's ambitious
goals before he would allow our country
to sign on.
Despite the fact that the treaty is not
as ambitious as it was in the original
draft, the Kyoto protocol still sets the
groundwork for a signifiBursting cant reduction in greenthe
house gas emissions. Since
Bubble the U.S. is the world's largest producer of greenhouse
gasses, our ratification of the treaty is
vitally important. However, as Tanya
Josephson reported in last week's Trail,
"President Clinton has signed the treaty,
but it is currently stagnant in committee,
and needs to be ratified by the Senate."
The reason that the treaty is still stagnant in committee is because the Kyoto
protocol has become the primary target
of a lobbying group known as the Gbbal Climate Coalition (GCC). Members
of the GCC include such environmentally-unfriendly corporations as Chevron,
Exxon, Ford, Mobil, Texaco and General Motors. By participating in the GCC,
these companies have spent millions of
dollars for the express purpose of fight-

ing initiatives which would reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The GCC has worked to discredit scientific studies which show that global
warming is occurring. Much like the tobacco industry's claims that there was no
link between smoking and cancer, the
GCC claims that there is no link between
greenhouse gas emissions and global
warming. Despite the fact that a recent
statement by the faculty of the University of Washington states that there are
2,400 climate scientists who stated that
"there is a discernible human influence
on global climate," corporations which
are deeply interested in greenhouse emissions are fighting the Kyoto treaty
through the GCC.
This corporate involvement is exactly
where college students across the United
States have entered the fight. Universities invest their endowments so that they
can earn interest. Some schools, such as
the University of Washington, have become heavily invested in cOmpanies like
Texaco. Now that Texaco is engaging in
dirty politics through the GCC, the student government at UW has passed a
resolution encouraging their trustees to

American Refugee Committee
2344 Nicollet Ave. S.
Suite 350
Minneapolis, MN 55404
(612) 872-7060

Catholic Reief Services
P0 Box 17090
Baltimore, MD 2 1203-7090
(800) 736-3647
www.catholicrebief. org

AmeriCares
161 Cherry St.
New Canaan, CT 06840
(800) 486-HELP

U.S. Committee for UNICEF
333 E. 38th St.
New York, NY 10016
(800) FOR-KIDS

.
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From letter on page 15
Call or send donations to:
American Red Cross International
Response Fund
Tacoma-Pierce County chapter
P0 Box 111028
Tacoma, WA 98411
(235) 474-0400
www.redcross.org
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Most Puget Sound students (65%)

4

or fewer drinks*
have
when they choose to drink.
* I Drink = one 12 oz. Beer, 4-5 oz.Wine, I oz. Hard liquor
Based on survey data collected by Counseling, Health and Weilness Services
(1998) from 352 Puget Sound students in a randomly selected mailing.

divest from corporations responsible for
global warming. When fifty University
of Washington faculty announced their
support for the student resolution, the
statement they released called upon the
UW to "exclude from its corporate investment portfolio companies that actively oppose limits on emissions of
greenhouse gasses."
From the UPS 1998 financial report,
it looks like the great majority of our endowment is invested in equity securities
and mutual funds—not stocks, but I will
be meeting with Mike Rothman to investigate the issue further. In the meantime, you can play a part in this battle
for ratification of the Kyoto treaty. Write
your favorite senator and encourage them
to support the Kyoto treaty. Petition Ford,
Chrysler and General Motors on-line at
http://www.ozone.org/Big3.html . If you
own stock in a company that's a member of the GCC, speak out against the
company's involvement. Sign Kyoto
Now!'s petition by contacting either of
the co-presidents, Melissa Nugent or
Elissa Bennett. Most importantly, go outside and realize how important it is that
you can take a breath of fresh air.

The student
government
at UW has
passed a
resolution
encouraging
their trustees
to divest
from
corporations
responsible
for global
warming.
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States must accept Call" f. immigrants

rat[

DIAr.JNA WOODS

into account, where do you suppose we you ar, e really against being able to find
are going to put all these new people?
a slur ee at three in the morning, then
It is sheer egotism to expect that beyou need to head for the hills.
Some Oregonians, Washingtonians cause you love the quiet loneliness of
I think the main thing that bothers me
and Coloradans have a not particularly your state, you get to keep it that way. It so much about this whole thing is that
blatant, but still rather obvious hatred for would be really nice, of course, but it's someone out there hates me because I
Californians. It is important that those
simply not possible considering the facts. was accidentally born in California. I
people get over it, if not for the sake of The same problem exists in California. don't mean that my paients meant to have
human kindness, then because they have Do you think we like sitting in traffic for me in Arizona but made a wrong turn,
no other choice.
an hour when the trip should have only but that where I was born was no choice
I tried to call my mom in San Fran- taken 15 minutes? Do you think we like of mine (though I quite like California
cisco the other
- it that the sanctity and am proud to be from there). The fact
night and got an It is sheer egotism to expect
of our wildlife ref- that you were born in Washington was
operator message
uges are threat- by no conscious act of your own either.
that just because you love
informing me that
ened because of
Also, don't forget the simple fact that
all the circuits the quiet loneliness of your
the tremendous in- everyone who lives in the United States
were busy. I immecrease in housing has ancestors who came from somewhere
diately thought state, you get to keep it that
developments?
else. We are all immigrants whether you
something like an way.
More people in want to admit it or not. And, if anyone
earthquake must
existence means knows about immigration problems it's
have happened because the lines get tied
more jobs, more houses, more grocery Californians. Different people come
up when people from all over the counstores, service stations and courthouses.
from all over the world, legally and illetry are calling to see if their family and Unless we (and by we, I mean the world) gally, to live in our state in search of the
friends are okay.
stop having children for quite a few years American Dream.
When I was able to get through a little
(are you going to give up your right to
And though I have no problem with
while later though, my mom assured me children?), we are going to have to deal
the immigration and wish we could open
that there had not, in fact, been an earthwith this increase.
our doors far and wide, there are probquake, but that because of the overSo, instead of hating people that you lems that accompany the mass populawhelming Bay Area population growth,
never met because they, like you, would
tion growth we face. However, instead
they are running out of phone lines. Aplike to have a little space while it's still ofjust sitting around and bitching about
parently the problem is so big, residents left, take advantage of what they can ofthe loss of land I don't own, the jobs I
will soon have an additional four digits fer you. For instance, Californians have won't take or need and the sheltered life
added to their phone numbers.
been dealing with issues like environ- I might cherish, I will deal with it.
This population growth, while most mental protection for much longer beThere is very little we can do to overobvious in the Bay Area and other parts cause it has been more pressing in Cali- come the enormous population growth
of California, is not limited to the Golden fornia. If you would like to save your for- our country is facing, and even more,
State. Our country's, in fact, our world's ests, look to the actions we have taken to very little most people are willing to do.
population is growing exponentially. save our own.
The answer to our problem can be found
Anyone who has taken a politics or ecoAnd as much as many of you say you in a cell phone commercial I've seen on
nomics class at this school knows this.
don't want the conveniences of modern
television lately. We need to become the
If you are even a little bit smarter than
life such as 7-1s and malls, realize that United State of America, and overcome
cheese, you know this. Taking this fact they are awfully nice to have around. If our greedy desires for space.
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Adeiphians director, Dr. P. W. Schultz's name was misspelled
in the April 8 issue. Also, the puliquote in Zack Stockdale's
"Same-sex unions do not deserve social approval" inaccurately
represented the meaning of his text. We apologize for any inconvenience this mayTave caused.
If you find a mistake in The Trail, please contact us at 756-3197
or e-mail us at trail@ups.edu .
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The Puget Sound Trail is a weekly
publication of the Associated Students of the University of Pu get
Sound. Opinions and advertisements
contained herein do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Trail staff,
ASUPS, the university or its Board
of Trustees. Articles and letters in
the Opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions Editor. The Trail reserves the right to
edit or refuse any letters submitted
for publication. All letters must have
a signature and phone number and
are due no later than Mondays at
noon. Letters may be sent to..
The Pu get Sound Trail
University of Pu get Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416
trail@ups.edu
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n a recent decision, the U.S. Supreme
Court reaffirmed the importance for
organizations to have policies against
sexual harassment, to disseminate those policies
widely, to publicize well the complaint procedure
and to act promptly and appropriately when
complaints are made. It is our judgment that the
University meets these standards and that we make
it clear that sexual harassment and sexual assault
have no place in this community.
The University's policy is available in The Logger
and on the University's web site under the heading
Sexual Harassment Policy. Excerpts from the
University policy follow:
The University of Puget Sound prohibits
discrimination in education or employment on
the basis of sex (Equal Opportunity Statement).
This Sexual Harassment Policy explicitly defines
sexual harassment as a prohibited form of sex
discrimination. This policy further prohibits
sexual assault and other forms of nonconsensual
sexual conduct. In addition, the university
prohibits consensual sexual relationships between
a faculty or staff member and a student whenever
the faculty or staff member is in a position of
professional responsibility with respect to the
student.
This policy applies when the conduct prohibited
by this policy occurs between any member of the
student body, faculty, or staff and any other
member of the student body, faculty; or staff. This
policy also applies when the prohibited conduct
occurs between a member and a nonmember of
the student body, faculty, or staff, such as an offcampus vendor, independent contractor, workstudy employer, internship supervisor, prospective
student, or volunteer.
Sexual harassment as defined by this policy with
reference to applicable equal opportunity law
consists of unwelcome verbal or physical conduct
of a sexual or nonsexual nature that is directed
toward a person because of the person's sex, when:
1. submission to the conduct is made either
explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of
a person's employment or education, or the
person's submission to or rejection of the
conduct is used as a basis for a decision
affecting the person's employment or
education (quid pro quo harassment); or

Jim Hoppe
Associate Dean of Students
2.the conduct has the purpose or effect of
unreasonably interfering with a person's work
or educational performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive working or
educational environment (hostile
environment harassment).
Sexual assault as defined by this policy with
reference to applicable criminal law consists of
any actual, attempted, or threatened form of
nonconsensual sexual intercourse or other sexual
conduct of a forcible, threatening, or otherwise
nonconsensual nature. Sexual conduct is of a
nonconsensual nature if the complainant objected
or manifestly attempted to object to the conduct,
or if his or her capacity to consent was
substantially impaired by reason of physical force,
threat or intimidation, lack of opportunity to
object, physical or mental disability, drug or
alcohol consumption, or other voluntary or
involuntary cause.
All members of the campus community have a
responsibility to govern their own conduct in
accordance with this policy. In addition, any
person who knows about a sexual harassment
problem is strongly encouraged to report it to a
designated university official.

Prevention
A presidentially-established advisory committee
comprised of students and members of the faculty
and staff works to develop educational programs
and materials about the problem of sexual
harassment and sexual assault and to promote
prevention efforts. Members of the 1998-1999
committee are:
Kristine Bartanen
Associate Academic Dean
Heather Cunningham,
1998-1999 SIRGE Coordinator

Kathie Hummel-Berry,
faculty member and
sexual harassment ombudsperson
Heather Susbauer,
1999-2000 SIRGE Coordinator
Feel free to contact any member of the committee
to learn more about the University's efforts and
organizations to prevent sexual harassment and
sexual assault.

Complaint Procedure
A faculty, staff, or student complaint may be
brought to any of the following designated
officials:
Kristine Bartanen
Associate Academic Dean
Terry Cooney
Academic Vice President and
Dean of the University
Tom Gething
Associate Dean of Students
Rosa Beth Gibson
Director ofHuman Resources
Jim Hoppe
Associate Dean of Students
Judith Kay
Dean ofStudents
Complaints may also be brought to the head of
the complainant's academic or administrative
department, to the department head of the
person behaving objectionably, or to the sexual
harassment complaint ombu d
Kathie Hummel-Bem
Associate Professor/Dii
Physical Therapy
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